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HANDLING SEED CORN - FIELD TO STORAGE
Z. A. Stanfield
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The Short Course for Seedsmen here at Mississippi State Uni versity
has been very helpful to t he representatives of our company who have
attended these meetings t hroughout the 27 year history of the Short
Course. The effect has been beneficial in hel ping to maintai n high
quality seed supplies. One example is the more wi despread use of controlled atmosphere storage in the past 10 years in the Corn Belt . Al so,
the work here has helped to create the awareness of the value of high
quality seed.
Our work in engineering services in our company is concerned with
design, equipment selection, construction supervision and general
engineering work. We work i n process design with standards set up by
the Quality Control group, who manage the selection of standards and
procedures related to seed quality and they have personnel at all
facilities who monitor and detect deviations from standards . We work
with other standards set by area managers, environmental agencies , OSHA,
the insurance company, and the return on investment standards set by
owners of the company (Figure 1).
Our goal is to protect the genetic potential of the seed (as far as
I know we cannot improve upon it with equipment) by recommending designs, equipment, and procedures which can be operated profitably to
protect this potential.
Harvest To Bulk Storage
This part of the operation involves picking the ears, hauling to
the plant site, unloading, husking and husk disposal, sorting, drying,
cooling, shelling, cleaning, and storing in bulk. All of the steps in
the operation after picking normally are carried out in the plant facility. Some fiel d sorting is done, as in parent or foundation stock
operations or in special situations, but nearly all commerc ia l seed
companies have converted or are converting to in-plant sorting.
!!senior Engineer, Funk Seed International, A Company of the CibaGeigy Corp., Bloomington, IL. Talk presented at the 1979 Short Course,
but reproduced in this 1980 proceedings because of space limitations .
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There is a very short period of time avai l abl e for these steps in
the areas where most of the seed corn is produced. This time period is
between the date of maturity of the seed and the selected killing frost
date. I use the term 11 Selected 11 because it is here that the seedsman
must make a decision on what date he wishes to complete harvest. This
date will determine the required capacity of the equipment and the
investment cost.
Table 1 gives some data which can be useful in this decision in a
Central Illinois location and for comparison in an Iowa location. In
Central Illinois the median (1:1) killing frost date is October 20.
Half of the killing frosts have occurred before October 20 and half
after October 20. The date which has only one-fourth of the killing
frosts occurring before it and three-fourths after it is October 10.
This is the 1:3 date. The value of the amount of seed in the field in
the 10 day period between these two dates is a measure of the risk
involved. The investment in additional dryer capacity is one measure of
protecting against this risk. Another benefit of earlier finish is to
recover on the ear the seed which would not be shelled inadvertently in
picking, husking and handling at the higher moisture contents but which
would have been lost when picking at l ower moisture contents. Seed
shelled off during picking and husking generally is not recoverable as
seed . These factors have led many seedsmen to consider adding to drying
capacity or building new plants with these factors in mind due to the
ever increasing cost of inventory.
The time of one cycle is a very important factor. I am talking
here about the time for one kernel to go from field to bulk storage. As
shown in Table 1, the difference between a 4-day cycle and a 5-day cycle
using the 1:3 frost date is a saving of 9,000 bushels of fill capacity
or about $270,000 at $30 per bushel of fill investment cost. The seedsman can keep his cycl e time to a min imum by selection of adequate equipment from harvest to bulk storage and by careful planning and control.
One way to improve on cycle time is to analyze your steps in this cycle.
We have used a chart system at each location with the data kept during
harvest . Table 2 shows typical data and how a 5-day cycle may be converted to a 4-day cycle. The time data have been useful in pointing out
problem areas and leading to corrections. Increasing air flow, improving drying temperature control, and improving sorting and harvest
procedures and equipment have been some items leading to improvement.
Keeping the time charts has made area supervisors more aware of the
importance of controlling each step.
Some items which can keep cycle time low are (1) harvest one hybrid
at a time per dryer-sheller system as much as practical because this
procedure reduces required clean-out time of bins and equipment; (2)
follow a pl an to have a bulk storage bin for each batch empty and ready
before it is needed so that all dryer bins may be shelled out promptly.

~

Table 1.

Effect of killing frost date on capacity required.

Starting Date

Central
I 11 i noi s
Sept. 1

Central
I 11 i noi s
Sept . 1

Central
Iowa
Sept. 1

Ki 11 i ng Frost

1:3 Oct. 10

1:1 Oct. 20

1:3 Oct. 2

Calendar Days

39

49

31

5

6

4

4
9

5

IT

7

30

38

24

Off

Da~

Sundays
Rain Days
Harvest Days
Harvest Dryer Cycle, days
Dryer Fi 11 s
Bushels to Dry
One-fill Capacity

4
7.5

5

6

250,000
33,000

4
9.5

4

4

5

7.6

6

4.8

250,000

250,000
42,000

26,000

3

33,000

42,000

52,000

Table 2.

Cycle time analysis.
Time, Hrs.

Cycle
4-day

Cycle
5-day

11

19

2

10

72

80

Cooling

1

1

Waiting to shell

8

8

2
96

2
120

Activity

Waiting to fill
Filling dryer bin (sorting)
Drying

Shelling and cleaning

(J'1
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The equipment for husking and sorting genera ll y is contained in a
building with the dump pits outside. The truck loads of green corn are
weighed and sampled. These weights and sample analyses are used in
determining grower payments depending upon terms of the contract .
The New Idea husking beds are mou nted inside and the unhusked ears
are distributed to each bed at a rate of between 100 and 200 bushels per
hour. Two methods of distribution are used. One is a bel t with plowoff bars and one is to use bi ns with live-bottoms to feed each husker.
The system using vibrating bins gives more accurate control of feed but
is more expensive than the plow-bar belt system . We use both systems.
Where more than one row of huskers i s being used, the bi n system probably should be considered since it wou ld require less attention .
The sorting work is done manually and usually be temporary, seasonal labor. The moving bel t shou ld operate at a speed slow enough (no
faster than 75 feet per minute) for the sorting crews to observe the
corn ears and select the ears for discard. Unhusked or partially husked
ears are returned by conveyor to the husking bed. This is important to
prevent husks from enteri ng the drying bins and preventing uniform
drying. The percentage of outcrosses or off-types for sel ection generally is known in advance of sorting and sometimes a typical discard
ear is hung above the bed to remind the operators of what they are
removing. Good l i ght (about 80-100 foot candles) is needed at table
height .
The husks, discard ears, and kernels shelled during these operations are generally conveyed together to a truck for removal from the
plant site. Sometimes the mixtu re i s chopped using a silage chopper
before loading. The mixture's feed value determines the sel l ing price,
usually to a cattle feeder in the loca l area.
The cl ean ears are
must be taken in design
on the ears. Speeds of
approximately) are used
cleats are available.

conveyed to the drying bins for drying. Care
and operation to prevent damage to the kernels
100 to 150 feet per minute with low angles (11°
or conveyors with more incline (350-40 ) with

The drying of seed corn on the ear is a batch process. A bin for
the corn is provided with a perforated floo r. Heated air is passed
using blowers or fans through the seed corn to remove moisture from the
seed. The moisture thus removed is carried away with the air . Figures
2 and 3 show several arrangements in use.
The air serves two functions: (1) to heat the seed corn to raise
the vapor pressure of moisture above the corn surfaces, and (2) to pick
up moisture vapor from the corn and transport it away, usually being
exhausted to atmosphere. To some degree this exhaust air may be reheated and reused to increase thermal efficiency and some seed corn
dryers are operated in this manner when the exhaust air temperature is
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considerably above the ambient ai r temperature. The amount of air
recirculated must be control led to prevent decreasing drying rate.
The rate of drying of seed corn in air is dependent on the difference in the concentration of water vapor above the corn and the concentration of water vapor in the surrounding air. Water vapor f lows from a
place of higher concentration to a place of lower concentration. The
greater the difference, the more rapid is the rate of drying for a given
set of conditions. However , the maximum rate of evaporation of water
from corn varies a great deal with the moisture content and appears to
vary from 0.5 pounds per hour per bushel at 35% moisture down to 0.1
pounds per hour per bushel at 13%moisture under conditions of seed corn
drying. There must be enough air flow to remove this moisture.
Figure 4 shows the amount of water air will ho ld as vapor at various temperatu res . For example, at 70F, a pound of air will only hold
112 grai ns (there are 7,000 grains in one pound) of water vapor and no
more and is said to be saturated. If at 70F the air had only 56 grains
per pound of air (about 13.3 cubic feet), the air would contain only
half of the amount it could hold. In terms of percentage rel ative
humidity, the relative humidity would be 50 percent . At 112 grains and
70F, the relati ve humidity is 100%.
The water vapor concentration above the corn, the water vapor concentration of the air, the temperature of the air, the temperature of
the corn , and the moisture content of the corn can be followed in each
step of the drying process using the moisture chart of Figure 4. The
dashed lines represent the equilibrium water vapor concentrations above
corn at several moisture contents. These data were taken from the
published equilibrium moisture data for corn and placed on a psychrometric chart for air and water . We can analyze the operation of various
concentrations of water vapor i n the air above the corn to create a good
potential of driving force to transfer water from the corn to the surrounding air which has a lower concentration of water vapor. Efficient
and reasonably ra pid drying is done when a good potential is maintained
throughout the drying process.
The direction of flow of air usually is reversed midway through the
process to result in a uniform moisture content through the bed. Without reversing the air, we have found it necessary to keep the bed depth
in ear corn to four feet to hold the moisture difference below 2%which
is desirable to prevent excessive shelling damage. This reversal is
accomplished by opening and closing doors in the plenum tunnels in
building dryers, or in a bin dryer it is done with a duct outside the
dryer . In a two tunnel building dryer the cool , damp air is used to dry
the wetter corn. In thi s case, care must be taken to provide enough air
flow to ma intain a good water vapor driving force on this air pass and
sufficient fan horsepower (200 HP is not uncommon) to ma intain high air
flows through the pressure required, sometimes in excess of 6 inches of
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water column (30 PSF). The single tunnel type of building dryer can be
designed to reduce the extent of these problems.
The backward curve centrifugal fan and the vaneaxial fan are the
two commonly used types of fans in seed corn drying. In building
dryers, two or more fans are installed for each plenum so that fans can
be turned off when all bins fed by the plenum are not being used for
drying to save fuel and electricity. The burners usually are set on the
suction side of the fan for better temperature uniformity.
Individual bin dryers have the advantage of low pressure requirement and one fan per bin which can be turned off when the bin is not
being used for drying, resulting in low fuel and el ectricity cost. To
facilitate loadout, sloping floors or sweep augers are used. One design
uses a cone floor with vibrator for rapid unloading and uses a revo lving
motor-driven chute for uniform loading.
Horsepower requirements vary considerably per 1000 fill bushels and
heat requirements vary from 50,000 to 150,000 BTU per bushel dried.
(The term "bushel" in the seed corn industry refers to a shelled bushel
of 1.25 cubic feet of shel l ed corn. The volume of ear corn to get this
bushel is from 3.3 cubic feet, 30%moisture, to 2.5 cubic feet, 12%
moisture, and fans, bins, and conveyors should be designed keeping this
in mind . ) Designs for low fue l and horsepower requirement will be
important from now on into the future as electricity and heat sources
become more expensive .
The predominant fue l used to dry seed corn is natural gas. I am
surprised that I can say that in 1979 because several gas suppliers for
our company told me in 1975 to plan for alternate fuels because natural
gas probably would not be available to dry seed in 1978 and thereafter.
We, therefore, embarked upon a program and i nsta ll ed propane tanks at
most locations. Also, we built a cob burning facil ity and used the heat
from burning cobs to dry seed. We have stopped this type of work
because now there is an adequate supply of natural gas at all of our
locations. However, research work is continuing in the industry to
develop methods of using cobs as fuel to dry seed . In addition, there
is a need to develop drying systems which use less heat per bushel to
offset the possible high expense of the alternate fuel systems.
Cooling of the dried ear corn to within a few degrees of ambient
air temperature prior to shelling may be done by turning off the burner
at the end of the dryer cycle and blowing ambient air over the corn for
0.5 to 1.0 hour. This practice reduces the energy required in later
aeration cooling in bulk storage.
A recent survey revealed that there were about a dozen different
types of shellers in use for seed corn. One of the major types is the
knobbed cone or Union Iron Works sheller . We use this sheller modified
~y grinding or rounding of sharp corners on the knobs and slowing the
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sheller down to 240 r.p.m. A feed bin is provided over the sheller,
sometimes with a vibrator feeder. The important factor is to keep the
shell er ful l of corn during operation to minimize kernel damage. Some
companies modify commerci al shellers for seed operation .
To develop shelling systems which result in less seed damage, our
company's Operations and Production Research group worked in 1978 with
Sperry New Holland to set up the shelling unit from the TR-70 combine
for stationary use in one of our seed corn facilities. The results were
favorable enough to move ahead with additional testing.
The capacities of the related conveying systems for corn and cobs
must be large enough to allow for the shell er to run full. The dust
generated during shel l ing is the point of the greatest rate of dust
production in a seed corn plant. Both cyclone collectors and bag houses
are used to col l ect his dust. Cob conveying is done with cob blowers
(wood chip blowers) or bucket elevators and conveyors. Cobs are trucked
from the plant. A large amount of the industry's cobs are used to make
furfural at Memphis.
Before conveying to bulk storage, the seed from the shel ler should
be cleaned thoroughly to prevent excessive dusting during later on in
the process. In a typical installation, an air-screen cleaner fed at
1, 200 bushels per hour directly from the sheller removes dust and trash
and separates the plus 26/64 fraction and most of the minus 16/64 fraction prior to going to bulk storage .
Seed is conveyed to bulk storage bins where aeration with ambient
air or controlled temperature air is provided to prevent quality deterioration and loss of moisture. If the seed is allowed to remain warm
(80-90) in bulk storage , the water vapor concentration will be so much
higher around the warm seed than it i s in the surrounding air that
moisture vapor will flow to the surface, drying out the seed and sometimes condensing and forming crusts on the surface.
The required bulk storage capacity will depend upon the number of
hybrids , the volume of seed, and the degree to which the sizing operation wi ll be conducted during harvest. Some plants have bulk storage
capacity for 100% of the dryer capacity . Some will have capacity for
only 30% of the dryer capacity . In the latter case , sizing starts when
the first batch comes from the dryers.
Outside steel bins with cone bottoms for rapid unloading are
popular. Build ings designed for bulk storage with compartments with
sloping floors are available. Bulk bins, both permanent and moveable,
are placed inside the warehouse building in the area which is unused
during the fall of the year. This is called a "dual-purpose" warehouse,
since the same space may be used to store bagged seed later in the year.
Some economy in construction cost is realized with dual-purpose storage.
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Sizing To Packaging
Corn growers desire to meter seed to the soil accurately to control
plant population. Plate planters remain a signifi cant percentage of
planting equipment. The seed corn industry continues to produce uniform
sizes of seed for sale.
The bulk seed is fed through a series of machines containing
screens of several sizes and shapes to produce several individual sizes
of seed. The cylinder screens are used mostly. Round holes separate
according to width, slots separate each width size according to thickness, and the si zes of each width and thickness may be separated according to length if necessary for accurate planting. Similarity in the
industry in this step of the process ends about here .
A survey of screen sizes used by the industry was made by the ASTA
Machinery Committee in 1976. Table 3 shows some reults of this survey.
These data are given here by permission of ASTA. Generally, Company A
made four width sizes, Company B made three, and Company C made five.
And there i s some difference in the thickness separations. The different methods relate to the different seed parents, the different
growing areas, and different weather conditions which result in differing sizes and shapes of seed . Also, the companies must change
screens from hybrid to hybrid or year to year to perform the basic
purpose of satisfying planting accuracy by making good planter plate
suggestions. The important point is that all three companies sel l seed
which plants accurately with available planter plates. The use of the
Lincoln Ag plastic plates was a major improvement over cast iron plates
for the many sizes and shapes.
The capacities of individual cylinders (Fig. 5) will vary with the
screen area, speed of rotation, angle, and the percentage of "thrus"
allowed in the "overs" . This standard will vary from company to company
and with sizes, but 3 per cent in not uncommon. If you have "overs" in
the "thrus", you have gaps or breaks in your screens. The screens
should be run at near capacity because seed damage can occur from
bouncing if the machine is fed too lightly. In this case, a feed hopper
with level control is needed. The machine turns on and off and is fed
at full rate when running.
A screen analysis of the seeds and the number and quantities of
hybrids to be sized is necessary in selecting the types and number of
sizi ng machines for an individual plant. The bottleneck for one hybrid
can be an unused machine on another hybrid. Also, the desired finishing
time is needed. February 1 and December 1 can make a vast difference.
A mult iplant company will prefer December 1 so that inter-plant transfers can be made before the start of the shipping season. Table 4 shows
the difference in plant throughput required with finishing times of
December 1 and February 1.
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Table 3.

Corn seed screen size survey

Dimension
Width

11.

Company A

Screen Sizes Used (64ths)
Company B

Company C

26

25

25

23

22~

22

21

19

20

1~

17~

18

16~

16

17
16

Thickness

13

14

13

12

13

12

12

11

ASTA Machinery Committee Survey, 1976
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Table 4.

Corn seed sizing plant capacity.

Item
No. of hybrids

250,000

Total Bushels
250,000

10

10

Start

September 15

October 15

Finish

Decerrber 1

February 1

Calendar days

76

108

Sundays

10

15

Operating days

66

93

Cl ean out days

10

10

Operating days, machines

56

83

4,500

3,000

Feed per day, bu.
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A s1z1ng plant can be the source of a lot of seed damage. Al l
machinery, including elevators and conveyors, should be run as slowly as
possible and drops on metal prevented. Mitchell-type legs or bucket on
belt elevators selected for slow speed are desirable. Frequently this
means going to the next larger size than recommended for handling grain.
For rapid clean -out, spout angles not less than 35 degrees which
provide self-cleaning should be used. Careful placement, layout, and
provision for clean-out is necessary to meet this requirement.
Generally, all sizes are produced at the same time and placed in a
bin for that size awaiting treatment. Then the s izes are treated one,
two, or three at a time depending upon the number of treaters. However,
some plants make rounds and flats first (thickness) and then use the
same equipment to separate by width and length .
Final clean-up of each size before treating is done to remove
foreign particles, cracks, and other low quality seeds. Aspirators,
stoners, and gravity tables are used along with combinations of these
machines. The aspirator-gravity combination with the gravity being
used to recover good seed from the aspirator tai l ings has been used to
increase recoveries by 3 per cent over use of the aspirator alone. The
combination generally costs less than a large gravity alone.
Treatment with fungicide remains a necessary step in protecting
seed corn from the soi l environment. When a pesticide is used, it is
necessary that the quantity of active ingredients on the seed be what is
stated on the package. Newer, satisfactory treatments continue to be
introduced.
Treatment usually is applied in a slurry or liquid form and spread
onto the surfaces of the seed in a revolving polishing drum. Accurate
metering of seed and slurry is necessary to maintain recommended rates.
When volumetric feeders are used, care must be taken to calibrate the
feeder for the different weights per cubic foot of seed sizes. The
proper ratio of slurry to seed must be maintained. A liquid metering
device is helpful . Slurries must be kept agitated.
Usually, the treaters are l ocated over the bagging bins to prevent
handling of the treated seed. However, some installations elevate the
treated seed without injury when special precautions are made.
The hourly capacity of the treating section should be about 150 per
cent of the sizing section to allow fo r down time in changing sizes for
treatment. The capacity of the bagging bins should be large enough to
hold about 12 hours to 16 hours production of several sizes if sizing is
operated 24 hours per day and packaging for one or two shifts .
Nearly all of the seed corn is packaged in mul tiwall paper bags
with moisture flow resistant liners. Sizes are 1 bushel, 50 pounds, and
different kernels counts used by different companies.
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The bagging machinery formerly used in industri es like feed,
fertilizer, etc. has come to the seed industry. More and more we see
automation - bag placers , automatic scales, automatic tag printers, and
automatic sewing machines. Generally automatic palletizers now are too
high in investment cost to be justified at this time. However , they are
being considered for the l arger plants. Bagging rates of 10 to 15 bags
a minute are common.
Bags coming from the sewing machines are usually stacked on wood
pal l ets . A popu lar size is 42 x 54 inches. Si x bags per layer, eight
layers, 48 bags per pall et is common. Pallet wei ghts are 2,500 to 3,000
pounds or more. These pallets must be moved to storage rapidly.
Warehouse Storage
The subject of warehouse storage has received considerable attention during the last few years. There is one chart which has been
published several times which does a better job for me than anything in
showing the importance of good storage - and it helps in all areas . The
fi rst time I saw it was when Professor Delouche presented it here at
Mississippi State at my first Short Course attendance in 1967. Figure 6
shows the relationship of germi nability, deterioration and time. It is
our job as seedsmen to do everything we can to decrease the slope of the
deterioration line.
One important factor is temperature of 50F and a relative humidity
corresponding to the mo i sture content required. The Seedsmen's Moisture
Chart (Figure 4) used in discussing drying is used here also. Seed corn
at 50F and 55% relative humi dity will hold at 12 to 12.5% moisture and
genera ll y the qua l ity will hold up for planting after the first carryover year and l onger.
Controlled atmosphere storage can be economica lly justi fied for
high costs seeds where there is a high quality standand.
The size of warehouses and the percentage of warehouse space which
is controlled atmosphere are decisions strictly individual to each seed
company's distribution and marketing requirements.
If controlled atmosphere is used, there are several papers which
have given specifications for insulating against heat flow and against
moisture penetration. A common approach is to use refrigeration equipment to both cool and dehumidify the air . Bring in a percentage of the
recirculated air as fresh air directly over the cooling coils to dehumid i fy it before it enters the room. To prevent fumes, i t is best to
use electric fork l ift trucks but fuel powered trucks may be used if
properly maintained . Carbon monoxide levels should be checked periodically if fuel powered trucks are used.
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Figure 6.

Relation of germinability of seed and progress of deterioration over time. Considerable deterioration can occur before
germination is affected.
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Height of stacks are limited because of instabi l ity of high stacks
and the possibility of too much pressure on the bottom layers of seed
having a deleterious effect on quality. Pallets stacked three high for
long periods and four high for short periods of time are common.
Adequate well lighted aisleways for rapid recovery during order
assembly and shipping are desirabl e.
Order Assembly And Loading
The facilities for order assembly and loading for shipment depend,
again, primarily on the company's distribution and marketing system.
If the system requires making up orders (3 bags of this size, 22
bags of that hybrid and size, for example) to ship to dealers in terms
of less than full pallets of one hybrid and size then racks and order
picking trucks can be helpful. Normally, the racks would be located
near the loading area. Two pallets of each product are set side by
side on a rack so that when one is empty, the stockman can replace it.
The order assembly man works his way down the rack aisles making up
pallet loads and takes them to the dock or loading area for the next
day's truck loading schedule. This sytem is practical and efficient up
to 20 hybrids and twelve sizes per hybrid . But when lot numbers are
assigned so that you have 4,000 products instead of 240, the system
breaks down, or is more difficult . The racks can be used for other
products, such as cereal seed, etc.
If the dealers take full pallet loads, the full pallets can be
loaded directly on trucks. Still it is best to bring them to the
loading area ahead of loading time to minimize truck waiting time.
There is still a lot of hand loading in the industry. In one
study, 20 man-hours were required to assemble orders and load 800 bags
on a trailer by hand (5 men, 4 hours). Using pallets and lift trucks,
the time can be reduced with careful planning and control. Consequently
more and more shipping will be on pallets as distribution and marketing
systems pave the way.
Covered or enclosed docks are desirable in inclement weather for
loading open trucks. However, van type trailers can be sealed against
doors while loading for protection. Dock levelers are commonplace in
the industry now.
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PRINCIPLES OF GRAVITY SEPARATION
Jim Thomas Jj
All gravity separators utilize the same principles to effect a
separation . Once these pri nciples are understood, it is usually a
simple step to adjust a gravity separator to produce the optimum separation. The term 11 Gravity Separator .. is a contraction of the proper
name .. Specific Gravity Separator .. which means, a separator of particles
differing in their specific gravities.
About 250 B.C., Archimedes discovered the law of specific gravity
which is: ALL BODIES FLOATING IN OR SUBMERGED IN A LIQUID ARE BUOYED UP
BY A FORCE EXCACTLY EQUAL TO THE WEIGHT OF THE LIQUID THEY DISPLACE.
The specific gravity of a particle is the ratio of its density to some
standard substance, the standard usually employed being water with a
unit of 1. Particles having a specific gravity of less than 1 will
f l oat on water while particles with a specific gravity greater than 1
will sink.
Gravity separators use air as a standard rather than water. Since
air is lighter than water, the relative difference between particles of
differing weights is widened. For this reason, the gravity separator is
a very sensitive machine and when operated correctly can produce a very
precise separation.
The Process of Stratification
Air is used as the separating standard through the process of
stratification. Stratification occurs by forcing the air through the
particle mixture so that the particles rise or fall in accord with their
weight relative to the air. Figure 1 represents a cross section of the
gravity separator directly over a fan. A particle mixture has been
introduced on top of the screen deck with the fans off (Figure 1-A). In
Figure 1-B, the fan has been turned on and adjusted so that the heaviest
particles rest on the surface of the deck and the lightest particles are
completely free of the surface of the deck. Proper regulation of the
air flow at this time is critical or the result is a situation as represented in Figure 1-C where all particles are lifted free of the separating surface by excess air and continuously mix.

11

Oliver Manufacturing Company, Rocky Ford, CO.
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Figure 1.

Diagram of stratification of seed by air on gravity table deck .
A~ seed not stratified; B, seed properly stratified; f~ seed
"bubbling", mixed from too much air.

Figure 2.

Diagram of 11 ideal 11 situation on top of gravity table deck.
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The Theory in Practice
Figure 2 represents a top view of the ideal situation in the
operation of a gravity table.
The seed mixture, similar to Figure 1, flows from the feeder onto
the deck. The area immediately below the feeder is call ed the STRATIFYING AREA. In this area, the vibration of the deck and the lifting
action of the air combine to stratify the material into layers, with
heavier layers on the bottom and lighter layers on the top as shown in
Figure 1-B. Separation cannot occur until the material becomes stratified.
The size of the strati fication area will depend on the difficulty
of separation and on the capacity at which you are processing. At no
time should it exceed one-third of the deck surface.
The more difficult the separation, the greater is the area that is
required to obtain proper stratification. For example, the stratification area is large when separating frosted beans from sa l eable beans
because there is relatively littl e difference in weight. However, the
stratification area is small when removing rocks from beans because
there is a l arge difference in weight. Higher capacities l ikewise
require greater area for stratification.
Once the material becomes stratified, the vibrating action of the
deck begins pushing the heavier layers in contact with the deck toward
its high side. At the same time, the ligher layers which are at the top
of the bed and do not touch the vibrating deck, float downhill toward
the low side of the deck. As the material flows downhill from the feed
end to the discharge e~d of the deck the vibrating action gradua lly
converts the layers of vertical stratification to a horizontal separation. By the time the material reaches the discharge end of the deck,
the separation is complete . Heavier materials should be concentrated at
the high side of the deck, li ght materials should be at the low side of
the deck and intermediate materials will be in between.
It should be noted that the representation in Figure 2 is an ideal
situation. While ideal situations are nice in theory, they rarely occur
in actual practice. Usually the stratification area will not be clearly
defined and must be assumed to occupy an area of from 2 to 6 square feet
around the feeder. Also, the separation process will begin immediately
after the materia l becomes even partia lly stratified. Therefore, it is
important to stratify the material as quickly as possible or light
material may be carried to the high side of the deck before the strati fication process occurs. The best way to accomplish this is to use
more air at the feed end than at the discharge end.
In many separations, the disti nction between heavy good particles
and lighter poor particles i s not visible to the unaided eye. In this
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case, periodic testing for weight per test volume (bushel weight) at
various points along the discharge is necessary to determine if the
correct separation is being made.
The discharge from the gravity separator i s a continuously graded
product ranging from the heaviest particles to the lightest particles.
In practice, however, this continuous grade is broken down into three
products : (1) a heavy or acceptable product; (2) a light or reject
product; and (3) a small middling product which has not fully separated.
In processing where rocks of other heavy trash are present a fourth
product is sometimes separated consi sti ng of rocks and some good product
for further processing.
What A Gravity Separator Can and Cannot Do
We have stressed the need for pre-cleaning and sizing on products
to be introduced onto the gravity separator. These operations can
eliminate problems like attempting to make separations that cannot be
accomplished. There are three rules developed by Oliver W. Steele which
state what can be separated on a gravity separator . These are given in
Figure 3.
Controls of the Gravity Separator
Before starting to operate a machine it is necessary to have a
thorough understanding of the controls and their location on your gravity separator. Proper regulation of the controls is the key to successful gravity separation and proper use of these controls should be
understood prior to attempting an actual separation. (See Figure 4).
The Deck
The most important part of the gravity separator is the deck because it i s the main separating surface . It cons i sts of a carefully
constructed wooden frame to counteract vibration problems with a screen
or cloth overcover which is the surface on which the separation takes
place.
On the open end of the deck are mounted cutting fingers which are
adjustable to channel different fractions of the finished product according to their value. On the heavy side of the deck towards the feed
end is the rock trap which is used to bleed a heavy trash product from
the machine to avoid contamination of good heavy product. These features will be di scussed later on but knowl edge of their location is
important as well as understanding the controls that affect the five
variable adjustments on the grav ity separator.
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Rule 1.

Particles of same size but differi ng in speci f ic gravi ty can be separated .
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Rule 2.

Rule 3.

Particles of same specific gravity but di ffering in size wil l be graded according to
size.

Particles differing in both size and specific gravi ty cannot be efficiently separated.

Figure 3.

"Ru l es" of gravity t able separations .
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Diagram of Oliver retangular deck gravity table showing location of adjustments and other components.
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The Five Adjustments
All gravity separaors have five variable adjustments which must be
properly adjusted and balanced to obtain optimum separation. These are
feed rate, end raise, side tilt, eccentric speed and air control. We
will now discuss the adjustments for each of the controls in turn.
Feed Rate. The feed rate control is located on the feeder and
controls the amount fed onto the separating deck (Figure 4-1). The feed
rate, whether fast or slow, snould be uniform and free of surges.
Surges in the incoming feed will show up in the discharge of the machine
as a poor quality separation. We suggest the use of surge bins above
the feeder if processing will be interrupted.
Generally the average feed rate is determined by the average capacity of the line of processing equipment. For optimum separation on
your gravity separator, the feed rate should be as low as possible
without falling below the minimum feed rate at which the deck can be
kept completely covered. Maximum feed rate is the maxi mum rate the deck
can be fed and still obtain the necessary separation. When starting
your gravity separator, always start at the minimum feed rate, obtain
your required separation, then increase the feed rate to the desired
capacity.
End Raise. End raise i s the slope from the feed end of the deck to
the discharge end. This slope determines the rate of flow from the feed
end to the di scharge end of the deck. Greater end raise means a greater
rate of flow and consequently less exposure time for the seed. Less end
raise means a slower rate of flow and consequently more exposure time
for the seed. Quality of the separation can be related to exposure time
for the seed . In general, the longer the seed are exposed to the separating action, the cleaner it becomes.
End raise and feed rate are closely related control s. As feed rate
i s increased, end raise must be increased so that the depth of material
on the deck will not become too great. As feed rate is decreased, the
end raise should be lowered so that the depth of materia l will not
become too thi n and the deck will remain compl etely covered. The end
raise control (2) (see Figure 4) is located at the feed end of an Oliver
Gravity Separator. To change the end raise, loosen the clamps (3) and
screw the adjusting crank up or down as required, then retighten the
clamps .
Side Tilt. Side tilt is the difference in elevation between the
high side of the deck and the low side of the deck. Increasi ng side
tilt will cause the material to shift toward the l ow side of the deck.
Decreasing side tilt will cause the material to shift toward the high
side of the deck. Normally, the best separati ons are obtained when side
tilt is set at or near the maximum steepness. However, care should be
take n not to set side tilt too steep. Side tilt is too steep when
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materials cannot be made to flow toward the high side of the deck by
increasing the eccentric speed. Too little side ti l t is evident when
all the material moves toward the heavy side of the deck despite low
eccentric speed. The side tilt is adjusted by loosening the two clamping knobs (5) (see Figure 4), and moving the side tilt adjustment handle
(4) in towards the machin~ for more tilt and away from the machine for
less tilt.
Eccentric Speed. As we have seen, eccentric speed (rate of vibration} and side tilt are closely related. Increasing eccentric speed
will cause material to be shifted toward the high side of the deck.
Decreasing eccentric speed will cause material to be shifted toward the
low side of the deck. Generally by increasing side tilt (which shifts
light material s back toward the low side) a more precise separation can
be obtained. Too much eccentric speed can be detected when all the
material shifts to the high side of the deck despite maximum tilt being
used on the side. Eccentric speed is adjusted by turning the "More
Speed" control knob (6) (see Figure 4) located on the side of the machine. Turning the knob clockwise increases the speed and turning the
knob counter-clockwise decreases the speed.
Air Adjustment . Air regulation is one of the most important adjustments to be made on a gravity separator. The most common mistake in
air regulation is the use of too much air. Separation is not made by
"blowing" the light material from the heavy but by using a controlled
air flow to create the stratified layers which are then separated by the
vibrating action of the deck. Too much air will cause a boiling or
bubbling action lifting the heavier particles from the deck and mixing
them with the lighter top layers. Too little air will cause the material to appear sluggish and pile up at the high side of the deck.
With proper air regu lation the bed of material will be almost fluid
in appearance. With the exception of the stratifying zone under the
feeder, the material on the surface should be agitated and free flowing.
Bubbling should be kept to a minimum allowing the vibrating deck to make
the separation.
Through experience it was discovered that the air pattern under the
deck must be varied when working with different commodities and sometimes even with different lots of the same commodity. To enabl e these
corrections to be made quickly and accurately in the field, Oliver
Manufacturing Company developed and patented a system of multiple fans
to supply the air for separation. With older single fan systems and
even with the newer vacuum systems, the air patterns are preset at the
factory and very little range of adjustment is available to the processor.
Air on the multiple fans is regulated by turning the "More Air"
control knobs (7) (see Figure 4) clockwise for additional air and
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counter- clockwise for less air. There are roughly 110 revolutions of
the knob between a closed air gate and a fully opened air gate.
Al l the controls on a gravity separator or stoner serve a purpose
and each must be balanced with the others to obta in the optimum separations. The forces acting on a seed during separation are sketched in
Figure 5. As illustrated, the weight of the seed tends to move the seed
down whi l e the moving air forces the seed up. The shaking action of the
deck tends to move the seed to the left and the side slope of the deck
tends to move the seed to the right. As long as all the forces are in
balance the seed will remain in the same relative position. Lighter
seeds will be lifted higher by the moving air and will move toward the
right. Heavier seeds will not be lifted as high and will rub the shaking deck more often therefore moving to the left.
As illustrated in Figure 5, any change in the air control eccentric
speed (shake) control or the side tilt (slope} control produces a direct
effect on the seed and consequentl y has an effect on the quality of
separation. However, gravity separators have five adjustments. In the
sketches in Figure 6, we have included the end raise and feed rate
adjustments .
Feed rate and end raise are very closely associated with capacity
whereas s ide tilt, eccentric speed and air adjustment are more closely
associated with quality of the separation. In general , increasing
capacity decreases the quality and decreasing capacity increases the
quality of the separation.
The illustrations in Figure 7 shown some common operati ng problems
and corrective actions needed to help clear up the problems.
Auxiliary Equipment
Middling Product
Many processors ask us what can be done to reduce or reprocess the
middling product produced by a gravity separator .
The simplest method of reducing the middle cut is to run the machine at lower capaci ty. Since capacity and quality are offsetting, it
naturally fol l ows that quality of the separation will improve when
capacity of operation is decreased. By holding material on the deck
longer, separation will often be superior enough that the middl e product
ceases to be a problem.
Many processing plants cannot reduce capacity because of production
demands. When adequate storage is available, these plants place the
middle and light fractions in a holding bin and reprocess them thro ugh
their production line during periods when more time is avai labl e. The
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Fact ors affecting seed separation on a gravity separator
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Decrease feed
Increase end raise
Increase air

Decrease shake
Increase tilt
Increase air

Decrease tilt
Increase shake
Decrease air

deck
Clean thoroughly
Check air filters

Loose belts
Poor foundation
Surging power
Surging feed

end raise
Increase feed

Figure 7.

Common operating problems with a gravity separator and suggested corrective actions.
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advantage of this system is that it allows a high initial capacity
during the processing season and allows a little extra time to process
the middle fractions more slowly during slack periods. The disadvantage
of this system i s that storage space is required to contain the middle
fractions until they can be processed.
An alternative solution which eliminates the need to store the
middle fraction is to run the middle fraction back into the processing
line and clean it during the regular separation process. Some operators
merely connect an elevator from the middle dishcarge spout of the gravity and run the material back to the feeder . While this is often an
acceptable solution, we feel there is a better way.
If you want to reclean the middle fraction with the initial processing run, we suggest you return the material to the feeder of the basic
air screen machine. Normally the mi ddle fraction consists of sma ll
heavy particles and large light particles. The screening action of the
air screen machine will improve the condition of the mi ddle fraction
somewhat before i t is fed onto the gravity. The major advantage of this
system is that all the material is cleaned in one processing operation
and no bin space is required for the middle product. The disadvantage
is that the overall production of the plant is reduced by the amount
which is fed back into the processing line.
A final alternative is to use a successive line to clean the middle
product during the regular processing operation. Thi s shoul d cons ist of
a sma ll screen machine to size the middling product and a gravity separator to fin i sh the separation. This is probably the best solution for
large processing plants. It allows for a high capacity primary processing line and a slower more precise secondary line to clean the middle
fractions.
Rectangular or Triangular Decks?
A question which often arises is whether rectangular or triangular
graviti es should be used. Normally the answer is dependent upon individual requirements. The first gravities were triangular types and
were developed to concentrate minerals. In the early 1900s, they were
re-designed to process seed and grain for agricultural needs. Both
stoners and rectangular type gravity separators were developed from
these early triangular models to fill a particular need.
In operation, it was quickly discovered that stones were di scharged
from the high side of the deck along with the good seed. In an effort
to separate the stone from the good seed, triangular gravities were
refined and corrected until the stoner was developed. In operation, the
stoner had more capacity and made a more precise separation of stones
than the triangular gravity separator. However~ the stoner did a very
poor job of removing light trash, such as stems and hulls from the
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Figure 8. Types of gravity separators.
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product. Triangular gravities removed light trash very well but were
low in capacity when compared to stoners.
In an effort to increase the capacity of gravity separators, Oliver
Steele, one time president of Sutton, Steele and Steele, and president
and founder of Oliver Manufacturing Company, developed the rectangular
type gravities. Rectangular gravities were found to produce a separation of light trash better than triangular decks . In addition, the
separation could be made at higher capacities. However, rectangular
type gravity separators would not make as good a separation of the stone
or very heavy contaminants as a triangular gravity.
Triangular gravities are general purpose machines. They can be
used to separate either stones or light trash. Normally, they do not
make optimum separations of both the light trash and the heavy stone at
the same time as different settings are required.
Stoners and retangular gravities are specialized forms of gravity
separators (Figure 8).
Stoners are designed to remove a heavy stone product quickly and
efficiently. They do a poor job of removal of light trash.
Rectangular gravities are designed to remove light trash. They do
a very good job at high capacities. However, they will not produce a
stone product which is free of good seed.

SCREEN SELECTION
Jim Henderson and Charles E. Vaughan !I
There are over 200 sizes and shapes of screens in either perforated
steel or wire cloth (Figure 1). Some 50 or 60 screens have been added
in the past 25 years to permit seedsmen to make special separations with
an air and screen seed cleaner that could not otherwise be made. One
example is the size 3 x 16 Special -- a screen woven of tempered steel
wire for use as a top screen for market cleani ng flax. This same size
has developed into a very popular screen for use as a top separation of
small ragweed from small Korean l espedeza seed. The size 2 x 17
Special, also made of tempered steel wire and especially designed as the
top screen for cleaning seed flax, has proved to be excellent as a top
screen for red clover and sweet clover. It separates dock, ragweed and
other plump seeds as efficiently as the 3/64 x 5/16 perforated metal
screen that has long been used for this purpose. The new wire screen
gives greater capacity.
Triangular perforated screens make special separations of weed
seeds from grain and grass seeds . Oblong cross slotted screens permit
good separations of split beans from flat beans. Many special sizes of
bottom screens for seeds of grains have been added to the previous li st
to permit special separations and precision cleaning of new varieties of
seed grains. The size 6 x 60 wire has a specific usage as a screen to
separate yarrow seed from red top seed. These examples will emphasize
that it i s important to understand the various screens available today
in order to get the most from an air and screen machine.
Types of Screens Ava ilable
Large Round -Hole Perforations: The number of a l arge
perforated screen gives the diameter of the perforation as
64ths of an inch . For example, a 64 openi ng is 64/64th or
diameter. This system is used for numbering screens where
is 5 l/2/64ths and larger.

round-hole
measured in
1 inch in
the diameter

Small Round-Hole Perforations: Round hole perforations smaller
than the size 5~ carry numbers showing the diameter of the perforation
11Formerly Ferrell -Ross, Saginaw, MI; now, Ferrell-Ross, OH, and
Professor, MSU, respectively . Article largely based on paper published
by Mr. Henderson in 1959-60.
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as expressed in fractions of an inch. Fractions of an inch relative to
small opening screens are used to permit furnishing perforations that
are much closer in size as compared to the numbering and sizing system
used for the larger perforations.
Large Slotted Opening Screens: The size of the perforation of the
larger oblong or slotted opening screens consists of two numbers -- the
first indicating the width of the slot as expressed in 64ths of one inch
and the second number expressing the length of the slot in fractions of
one inch. Generally speaking, the long direction of the slotted or
oblong opening will be in the direction of the flow of seeds on the
screen . In many large slotted screen sizes, however, the screen is also
available as a cross slot with the long direction of the slot across the
direction of the flow of seed. These are particularly useful as bottom
screens for removing splits from beans and other legume seed.
Small Slotted Opening Screens: The first number given shows the
width of the slot in fractions of one inch. The second number shows the
length of the slot in fractions of one inch. An exception to this
system is the size 3/64 x 5/16. This size is almost exactly the same in
width as a 1/21 slot which, being one of the very earliest slotted
screens used in seed cleaners, is familiar to many seedsmen who have
used the older numbering system for years. Among the group of small
slotted screens there is a 1/22 x 1/2 diagonal which has its slots
turned at a 45 degree angle from the direction of seed flow. This
screen is useful in some instances where it will allow relatively short
seeds to go through, or cause relatively longer seeds to float over the
screen.
Triangular Perforations: The size given for triangular screens
represents the length of each side of the triangle as measured in 64ths
of an inch. The 11 Triangle, therefore, measures 11/64ths of an inch
for each side. Ferrell-Ross uses this method whereas another common
system expresses the size of a triangular perforation by giving the
diameter of the largest circle that can be inscribed inside the triangle.
Wire Mesh Screens: The size of both square opening wire mesh and
rectangular opening wire mesh screens indicates the number of openings
per inch in each direction of the screen . There are two sizes that are
sometimes considered oblong for their openings are not perfectly square,
yet which are so near to square that the eye cannot detect the difference. These are sizes 18 x 20 and 20 x 22. When the letters "SP"
are added to the wire mesh screen numbers it indicates that a special
tempered wire is used. The 4 x 24 SP is an old screen designed many
years ago to be used as a bottom screen for separating buckhorn seeds
from clover. It had 24 openings per inch across the screen but the
screen was woven from thinner wire than usual so that the openings were
larger than the openings of the regular 4 x 24 screen. This screen is
becoming less popular, because while it was satisfactory years ago for
use in cleaners that did not have brushes to sweep beneath the screens
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and keep the perforations open, the wires are so thin that the action of
the brushes tend to distort them. A 6 x 21 screen is recommended today
to do the same job. It is much sturdier and has the same width of
opening.
Indented Perforations: Round and oblong screens with the perforation indented below the top surface of the screen are available for corn
sizing machines. The purpose of these indented screens is to encourage
the kernels to turn on end and fall into the opening rather than to lie
flat and slide over. These screens are recommended only in corn sizers
which have rubber rolls beneath the screens to keep the perforations
clear.
It is of prime importance to select screens which will accommodate
the shape of the seed being cleaned . Crop seeds are generally round,
long or lens-shaped.
General Seed Shapes
Round-Shaped Seeds: Generally a round-hole top screen is used to
clean round shaped seeds. The round-hole top screen will not drop
straw, trash, pods and other large and long material, while the s l otted
bottom screen will drop broken seeds and weed seeds thinner than the
round crop seeds. (See Figure 2. )
Long Seeds: The screens generally selected for cleaning l ong seed
are an oblong opening top screen and an oblong opening bottom screen.
The oblong top screen will separate any weed seeds or larger foreign
material that are rounder or thicker than the crop seed. The oblong
bottom screen drops thin weed seed, broken crop seed or hulled crop seed
and any other material thinner than the long crop seed.
Lens-Shaped Seed: An oblong or rectangular opening top screen and
a round-hole bottom screen are generally selected for cleaning lensshaped seeds. The obl ong or rectangular opening top screen will permit
the l ens-shaped seed to turn on edge and go through while rounder or
plumper seed and foreign material will go over the screen. The roundhole bottom screen will hold up the lens-shaped crop seeds while permitting any round weed seeds so small that they pass through the top
screen to be sifted through the openings and separated. If the cleaner
is a two-screen type the above principle achieves the best cleaning
possible .
Most seed cleaning plants today use cleaners having more than two
screens to permit special separations with other shapes of openings in
the same cleaning operation (Figure 3) . As an example, oats containing
freshly killed insects with bodies about the same thickness as the oat
kernel, yet which are considerabl e longer, can be cleaned very effectively with a round-hole top screen. The oats in this case drop quickly
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SCALPING SCREEN OR

GOOD SEED FALL THROUGH

GOOD SEED GO OVER SCREEN

GRADING SCREEN

OR

BOTTOM SCREEN

Figure 2.

Action of top or scalping screen and bottom or grading
screen in an air-screen cleaner .
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through the round-hole screen and the very light insects will lie flat
on the screen and be scalped over.
In using cleaners having more than two screens it is generally
recommended that the top screen in the cleaner be a round- hole screen as
this opening screens over straw and long weed seeds better than any
other shape.
In selecting a bottom screen for wheat, the purpose is to drop
split kernels of wheat as well as long, grassy weed seeds such as cheat
and wild oats. The wheat kernels are relatively round and the length of
slot whether it be short or long is immaterial relative to holding up
the wheat seed . The length of slot, however, can very drastically
affect the long weed seed whi ch must drop through. The best job, then,
is done with a slot long enough to quickly and easily accept l ong weed
seeds permitting them to be quickly screened from the wheat as soon as
possible .
When selecting a bottom screen for oats the fact must be considered
that a long slot will give the oats an extra opportunity to pass
through; therefore, while a better separation might be possible with a
3/4 11 long slot it might be far more economical to use a l/2 11 long slot
instead.
The constant brushing of the screen cleaning brushes under wire
screens causes them to wear out faster than the perforated metal type.
Many seedsmen ask if perforated metal slotted screens are available in
the same sizes as wire mesh screens for cleaning small l egume seeds.
There are two major reasons why a substitute of this kind would not be
practical. One is that the irregularities of the surface of a wire mesh
screen permits it to do a better job of sifting than is possible with a
flat perforated metal screen. The other basic reason has to do with the
percentage of open area. Obviously, it is possible to weave a wire mesh
screen with a much higher percentage of open space than would be possible with a perforated metal screen having the same size opening. A
wire mesh screen has literally tens of thousands more openings; therefore, we find tens of thousands more opportunities for smal l material to
be sifted through, with the end result that a wire mesh bottom screen
will give much greater capacity and a better separation than could be
had with an equal opening size in perforated metal.
Soybean Seed - An Example
Let's take soybeans as an example and go through ''screen selec tion". Screen selection is easy if you just want to meet competition.
However, if you are really interested in high quality soybean seed, the
screens selected might vary for every lot processed. Generally a
processor that has, for example, 11 bottom screen soybeans., written on a
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9/64 x 3/4 screen has no genuine interest in prec1s1on processing. Such
markings presume all lots have seeds of the same size range - an assumption that i s usually not correct.
The upper screen should have round perforations sufficiently l arge
to permit essential l y all of the seed to pass through before they travel
more than 1/3 the length of the screen when operating at optimum capacity. To do this, the screen shoul d have perforations 4/64 to 6/64-inch
larger in diameter than the largest soybean seed in the l ot. This means
a 22 or 24 round hole screen as the top screen for most soybean vari eties planted in the Southeast. The third screen , which is usually al so
a scalping screen, should have perforations about 2/64-inch l arger than
the largest seed in the lot, i.e., a 20 or 22 round for our current
varieties. Screens of these sizes shou l d remove al l cockleburs which
still have spines and any remaining unthreshed pods or pod segments.
Selection of the two grading screens for the second and fourth
positions are most critical for cleaning soybeans. The second screen
may be either a slotted or round hole screen. If the lot contains
common morning glory, johnsongrass, and simi lar size weed or immature
soybean seed, a round hol e screen, the size of the smal l est good seed of
the lot, is recommended . The use of a number 12 round hole screen in
the second position is particularly effecti ve in removing seeds of
common morning glory . If the lot contains no common morn ing glory or
similar size seed , then a slotted screen, 8/64- or 9/64 x 3/4-inch, can
be used to remove small weed seed and inert materials. One processor in
Mississippi rebuilt a screen for use in the second position. The upper
half of this screen has slotted perforations 8/64 x 3/4-inch and the
bottom half, round perforations of 12/64- inch in diameter . This screen
is reportedly very effective as long as the rate of feed is maintained
at or below the manufacturer ' s recommendation for cleaning seed - in
th i s instance , 175 bu/hr.
The fourth screen , wh i ch is the final grading screen, is used
primarily to remove splits and sma ll immature seed, which are usually
flattened. Most southern processors use either a 9/64- or 10/64 x 3/4inch slotted screen for the final grading screen. One of these two
screens is the common bottom screen selected by the "common" processor.
The discriminate processor will select a screen with oblong
openings the same size as the smallest good seed in the lot. This means
a screen having 11/64-, 12/64- or occasionally 13/64 x 3/4-inch obl ong
slots . In other words, a screen having perforations 2/64- to 3/64- inch
greater width than those commonly used should be selected. Use of
screens having the larger perforation sizes will increase the capacity
of both the air-screen machine and spiral separator, but wi l l not
increase the loss of good seed when the screens are selected on-fhe
bas i s of seed size.
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When interested in removing the highest percentage of split seed ,
use of a screen with oblong cross-slot perforations rather than the
11
normal 11 oblong slot perforations is reconvnended. The difference
between oblong and cross -slot perforated screens is the orientation of
the perforation in rel ation to the flow of the seed.
When traveling down a screen a split soybean tends to l ie with the
flat side against the screen. On an oblong slot screen a split seed may
slide over the perforation because the width of most splits is greater
than the perforation. Additionally, before a split can turn on edge and
pass through an oblong slot perforation it must move at a right angle to
the flow of the seed mass. On the other hand, use of a screen with
cross-slot perforations encourages the leading edge of a split seed to
engage the perforation and the seed mass aids in pushing the split
through the perforation since there is no change in direction of movement of the split. Increased use of grading screens in the fourth
position having cross-slot perforations with widths the diameter of the
small est good seed offers the opportunity for both slightly increased
capacity and greater processing efficiency.
It should be apparent that the proper use of a set of hand screens
will pay good dividends both in terms of time saved in selecting the
proper screens and increased cleani ng efficiency through selection of
grading screens with the largest perforations possible without loss of
good seed.

MANAGEMENT OF CONTRACT PRODUCTION
Ronald P. Townsend
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The production of quality seed begins with the successful management of contract producers . This discussion deals with the selection of
contract growers, supervision of the growers, and ways of motivating
them to do a better job.
Selection of Contract Growers
Although every seedsman is a farmer, not every farmer is a seedsman. The difference lies in the conscientiousness of the seedsman in
fol l owing good agricultural practices and proper equipment operations,
adjustments , and maintenance so that the purity and germination of the
seed can be preserved .
In selecting seed growers , first seek those farmers who exhibit an
interest in producing contract seed . But don't stop there! Look into
each farmer ' s past farming record and actions and ask these questions:
1.
Has the farmer exhibited good agricultural practices in these
areas -- soil conservation, crop rotation, use of fertilizers, appropriate use of chemical and herbicides, timely planting and harvesting?
2. Has he maintained his equipment -- replaced work parts, stored
equipment under shelter when not in use, greased and serviced as recommended by operator's manua ls, cleaned equipment properly before and
after use?
3. Has the farmer been concerned about proper adjustments of
equipment - - correct planting rate , proper cultivator settings , calibration of sprayers, combine adjustments, auger speeds?
4. Has he shown honesty in past busines transactions? A discreet
survey of business associates will soon reveal any past breeches of
trust or dishonesty.
Does the farmer show a willingnes s to cooperate with the seed
5.
production manager in the selection of fields for the seed crop, keeping
appropriate records, allowing inspection of fields and equipment, fol lowing recommended planting rates, applying chemicals, fertilizers, and

ll Townsend Seed Plant, Anderson, SC.
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herbicides? A "know-it-all" or hot-tempered man will make a good working relationship between grower and manager almost impossible.
A perfect grower, just as a perfect seed production manager, will
probably not be found. However, a prospective grower should measure up
to established minimum standards in the above areas. By examining a
grower's past actions, a production manager wil l be aware of his
strengths and weaknesses and thereby better able to assist him.
Neither the manager nor a grower should put all of his eggs into
one basket, so to speak . A grower should be given enough acreage to
justify the extra practices needed to grow contract seed . Justification
needs may range from sufficient estimated yield to fill a storage bin to
enough acreage to plant a field. Needs will vary from farmer to farmer.
A grower shoul d also plant his own seed to provide himself with a variety of marketing choices. A production manager should attempt to
place seed in different localities so that adverse weather conditions
will have less chance of spoiling the total crop production.
Supervision of Growers
A successful seed production program begins with the careful sel ection of growers and placement of seed and continues with close supervision of the crop from planting to harvest.
In a seed grower program a written contractual agreement is a must,
stating specifically what is required of the manager and the grower~
contract should state the following:
1.

Identity of the Manager and the Grower.

2.

Date of agreement

3.

Variety of seed and acreage to be planted

4.

Planting rate

5.

Minimum standard of seed acceptance

6.

Method of seed repay or charge for planting seed

7.

Chemical use

8.

Certificati on procedures and arrangements

9.

Arrangements for seed not meeting certification standards

10.

Procedure and schedules used in computation of seed discounts

11.
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Field standards required (freedom of contaminating materials,
isolation of fields to insure purity of variety, moisture at
harharvest, etc.)

12.

Storage and delivery procedures and schedule

13.

Liability in case of complete crop failure

14.

Seed sales procedure and method of payment

The manager and each grower should analyze the contract together to
insure that the terms are understood and agreed upon. All questions
should be satisfactorily answe~ed before signatures are made.
Accurate record-keeping is another essential in grower supervision.
Standardized worksheets (prepared by the manager) and an organized
filing system can lessen the burden of this task. Two types of information need to be maintained -- grower information and crop deliverystorage information. (See Examples).
Grower information should include:
1.

Address and phone number

2.

Location of seed fields

3.

ASCS field maps and farm numbers

4.

Variety and acreage being grown

5.

Number of bags of planting seed acquired

6.

Storage facilities available

7.

Dates fields checked by manager and progress of crops

8

Oate(s) crop sold, price(s) received, payment record

9.

Planting, harvesting , and chemical application dates

10.

Total bushels produced and yield per acre

11 .

Seed premium received

12.

Names of equipment drivers

13.

Field inspection reports by Certification Agency

14.

Laboratory reports of germination and purity on each seed
load delivered.
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TOWNSEND SEED PLANT
AT. 5

•

ANDERSON, S. C. 29621

PHONE (8031 226·3587

GROWER PAYMENT RELEASE

I,

of _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Add~"

Neme

Agree that in acceptance of this check No.

drawn by Townsend Seed Plant in the

amount of$ _ _ _ _ _ _ do hereby acknowledge that this is correct in amount and is in
(full) (part.) payment for

that I grew for Townsend Seed Plant
(Crop Veriety)

of Rt. 5, Anderson, S.C. 29621 in the crop year _ __

Signed _ _ _ __ _ _...,....._ _ _
( Grower S ignature)

Date

For Townsend Seed Plant
Rt. 5, Anderson, S. C.

Thank You- Without your hard work and cooperation another farmer somewhere would not be
able to put finest quality planting seed into his planter next year.

EXAMPLE 4
Grower Payment Release
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A crop delivery-storage worksheet for each variety grown by each
grower shoul d be maintained. Information on this worksheet should
include:
1.

Load number

2.

Date delivered

3.

Net weight and bushel volume of each load

4.

Foreign matter content of each load

5.

Moisture of each load

6.

Amount of splits or test weight

7.

Storage tank number into which seed were put

8.

Identification of truck or wagon on which seed were delivered

9.

Adjusted weight of each l oad

10.

Field from which seed were cut

The importance of accurate record-keeping cannot be overstressed.
Many problems, if detected early, can be contained and often eliminated
totally through precise records. Modifications for the next year's
planting can be made based on data gained. For example, poor emergence
in certain fields may indicate the presence of a disease in the soil and
thus the need for reconsidering that field's use the following planting
season . Record-keeping is a time-consuming task but wel l worth the
effort in the production of quality seed .
The seed production ma na ger has the responsibility of inspecting
the grower's planter , combine, truck or trailers used in hauling seed,
storage bins, and augers. Due care must be taken to avoid mixture by
thoroughly cl eaning all equipment used. The manager may need to demonstrate to the grower the correct procedures to follow in cleaning
equipment. Inspection of the seed fields at regular intervals by the
manager should also be made so that progress reports can be kept up-todate.
An open line of communication between grower and manager is a good
beginning to a rewarding working relationship, always remembering that
communication i s a two-way channel . Care should be taken by the manager
to encourage questions and disclosure of problems; and he, in turn ,
should attempt to provide prompt, honest answers and information that
will aid in the solution of problems. The availability of the manager
to the grower is a key element in good communication, and the use of
mobile communication units aid in manager access ibility.
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The manager should supply to growers any research data he receives
that will be of interest or ai d. This information may range from herbicide effectiveness to new equipment that might improve the quality of
seed being produced. Likewise, growers shoul d share with the manager
information materials of interest.
Teamwork between manager and growers is the secret to the smooth
supervision of contract production. Even with teamwor k the program will
not be f ree of problems, but working together will ease tension and make
problems seem l ess insurmount abl e.
Incentives for Growers
Work well-done needs to be praised just as less than satisfactory
work need to be constructively criticized. If the first two stages of
the seed production program (selection and supervision of the growers)
have progressed successfully, then this part shou l d follow quite naturally. The team of manager and growers will real ized that continual
strides of improvement must be taken.
One incentive for growers is the use of monetary premi ums based on
the purity and germi nati on of seed deli vered. The premium rate per
bushel can be determined by the percentage of broken, sp l it, and cracked
seed per load delivered and a minimum acceptable germination . Also,
taken into consideration might be any weed seed that are difficult to
remove in conditioning of the seed . The premium can be graduated so as
to reflect the quality of the seed and can even include a dockage from
base price. This "in the pocket 11 incentive is equitable and easily
documented by laboratory reports. The top premium rate, in additi on to
base price, should be high enough to enti ce farmers to participate in
contract seed production and to chal l enge them to produce quali ty seed.
Another incentive idea, known as "Feed the Body and the Mind,"
all ows the manager to sponsor a growers' meal with an after-din ner
speaker. Suggestions for speakers include seed laboratory personnel,
certification specialists, state agricul ture commissioners, extension
agents, state and federal congressmen , plant breeders, marketing speciali sts, and chemical company representatives. Through this program
growers are exposed to authoritati ve information that would otherwise be
difficult to obtain and are afforded an opportunity to ask questions and
express opinions.
A modification of the "Feed the Body and the Mind" program is a
luncheon- workshop. Here the manager can demonstrate to the growers collectively, equipment cleaning procedures and equipment adjustments,
grower record-keeping, etc. Idea-sharing by growers will be beneficial
to a11.
One competitive and fun-filled motivator is an awards presentation
program which can be used in conj unction with the "Feed the Body and
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Mind" growers' meal. Based on laboratory analyses of each grower's
total production, trophy or plaque awards are presented to growers
meeting certain qual ifi cations. Three awards which have been successfully used in our seed production program are the Highest Yield Per
Acre Award, the Highest Purity Percentage (on delivered loads), and the
Half-Ass Award (most weed seed per pound on delivered loads) . To save
the embarrassment of receiving the Half-Ass Award, growers have attempted to rid their fields of weeds while simultaneously striving to
achieve the honors of highest yield and highest purity percentage.
The purpose of incentives is to challenge growers to strive for the
sublime ideal of perfecti on. Although perfection will never be ,.
achieved, optimistic attitudes and conscientious efforts toward this
goal will preserve and improve the quality of seed produced.
Summary
The achievement of quality seed in a contract seed production
program does not just happen. It takes constant planning and supervision by the production manager . Good rappo rt between manager and
growers is established by a mutual understanding of requirements and an
open line of communication. The manager must adapt his method of dealing with growers to their varying personalities, always displaying his
genuine concern and desire to help them. Teamwork between manager and
growers will result in the successful production of quality seed.

STORED SEED INSECTS AND THEIR CONTROL
Stanley Coppock

11

Primary Gra i n Insects
There are only a few primary grain insects, that is, insects capable of destroying sound gra in. The most important of the basic grain
destroyers include the rice weevil, granary weevil, pea and bean weevils, lesser grain borer and anguomois grain moth. Of these grain
pests, the rice weevi l, lesser grain borer and pea and bean weev il s are
the most widespread and also do the most damage to seed and commercial
grain.
The rice and granary weevils are simi lar in appearance and life
histories and do the same kind of damage. However, the rice weevil is
more important for it is capable of l aying eggs on the grain in the
field. It also is capable of flight, whereas the granary weevi l is not.
Both of these pests lay eggs, they then hatch and the young l arvae
tunnel into the grain and devour its contents.
Pea and bean weevi l s attack almost all seeds of the pea and bean
family. Peas and beans may either be attacked in the field or in the
granary. These insects are often insidious in that beans and peas may
be infested in the field and not show that an infestation is present.
Therefore, during the storage period heavy damage can be done to the
seed .
The lesser grain borer is perhaps the most widespread of our primary grain insects. In many states it is considerably more prevalent in
stored grain and seeds than are the other weevils. This insect does not
fly, but deposits its eggs on the surface of the grain in storage. The
larvae then enter the seed and tunnel out its contents.
The angoumois grain moth, at one time, was a very serious pest of
corn and wheat. The adult is a moth and is capable of infesting grai n
in the field . In the old days when corn was picked and brought into the
granary and stored as ear corn, this insect often did serious damage.
Likewise, before invention of the combine, this pest infested wheat in
the field, often doing heavy damage before the crop was threshed and
stored.

l/ Extension Entomo logist, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, OK.
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Secondary Grain Insects
The grain trade generally refers to a complex of secondary grain
beetles as .. bran bugs... These so called bran bugs are all members of
the beetle family and feed on bits and fragments of grain, cereals, and
mill products. These insects include the various flour beetles, the
sawtoothed grain beetle, flat grain bettle and others.
The flour beetl es are common in grain and milled products. They
are especially important to the milling industry because of the fact
that they may impart an odor to the flour or other finished products.
The sawtoothed grain beetle is so-called because of the saw-like
projections on the middle body segment. This inse.ct i s very universal
and is found not only in stored grain but in cereals, dog food, nuts and
other products around the home, as well as on the farm and in industry.
The Indian meal moth is one of the most serious pests attacking
stored grain and cereal products. It will attack almost any kind of
grain that has been stored for a period of time. It is not a pest of
grains that are either in transit or are moved quite regularly. The
adult moth may be eas i ly distinguished from other moth-like grain insects because it has a copper color on the outer two-thirds of its front
wings. The fema l e lays about 200 eggs, placing them on the surface of
the grain. The caterpillars that hatch from these eggs are whitish in
color and about half an inch long when mature. The larvae may competely
web over the surface of grain, thus preventing proper aeration and/or
fumigation, etc.
At one time, premium grade malathion applied to the surface of the
grain adequately contro l led this pest. However, in recent years the
pest has developed a tolerance to malathion. Recently, workers at the
USDA Grain Marketing Research Laboratory, Manhattan, Kansas, have di scovered that a biological insecticide, Bacillus thuringiensis, sold as
Dipel, when applied to the surface of stored gra in, gives adequate
protection against the Indian meal moth. This material is now available
either as a wettable powder or a dust.
The cadell e beetle is an elongate black beetle abo ut 1/3 of an inch
long. The large white larvae grow to be about 3/4 of an inch long and
has the habit of burrowing into the woodwork of bins where they are hard
to control. This insect, like the other secondary grain pests, does not
destroy sound grain but feeds upon grain fragments and mi ll products.
Since most of the granaries now in use are made of metal, this insect
has lost much of its importance as a grain pest.
Meal worms resemble wireworms in appearance and when full,v grown
are from 1 to 1~ inches in length. Meal worms are scavengers by nature
and prefer to feed on grain or mill products that are damp and in poor
condition. They are commonly found under bags of feed, in warehouses
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and other storage area s and in grain bins where some of the grain has
become damp.
Factors Determining Insect Damage
It should be remembered that most stored grain insects are tropical
in origin; therefore, in the United States they are active at rather
high temperatures. Most grain insects are active at 60 to 70F and
higher, and activity for most of them ceases at 50F or below. This is
the main reason why stored grain pests are not the problem in the northern part of the United States that they are ·in the southern . Remember
that we are talking about grain temperatures and not air temperatu res .
It should be remembered that seasonally, the temperature of stored grain
in a bin or granary lags behind the outside air temperature.
Grain moi sture is mo re important than grain temperature as a determining factor for insect growth and development . However, it should
be remembered that both are interrelated because moisture plus insect
activity will create an elevation in temperature. We are all aware of
the so-called 11 hot spots 11 in grain and the fact that there is increased
likelihood of finding insects in those areas.
Relative humidity definitely has an effect on the moisture content
of the seed. In fact, the moisture content of the seed and the relative
humidi ty of the air will come into equi librium eventually . For instance, at a relative humidity of 80%, corn seed wi l l contain about 14%
moisture, whereas if the relative humidity is 45%, the corn will have an
approximate moistu re content of 9%.
To main high quality seed, it is important to reduce the moisture
content of the grain as soon as possible after harvest. This, of course,
can be done by aeration and/or drying of the grain. Al so, it is important that one reduce the temperature of the grain mass as soon as
possible . For summer-stored grains, this presents a probl em ; however,
some producers run the fans on their aeration equipment at ni ght when
the temperature i s cooler and shut them off du ri ng the day .
The estimated safe seed moisture content for storage for one year
on sweet corn is 14% at 40- SOF. At 80F the same corn should be dried to
a moisture content of 8% to insure i t being good seed for a one year
storage period.
As stated above, grain in the southern states, which is harvested
in the spring and summer, needs to have the temperature and moisture
content reduced by aeration and/or drying. In more northern states ,
with fall harvested grain, it is general ly not as important to reduce
the temperature of the grain, since the nights at that time of year are
cooling down. However, some grain in the northern areas is harvested
with considerable moisture content. This moisture content needs to be
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reduced so that the grain can be safely stored.
Control of Stored Seed Insects
One should constantly keep in mind that insect pests of stored seed
generally originate in the immediate area of the storage site. In other
words , they are not brought in from the field, nor do they fly in from
that area . A few of the pests, such as the grain moths, have wings and
can fly. However, they generally move from one bin site to another in a
localized area . Therefore, the importance of a good clean-up program
and the use of a residual insecticide in the storage site are very
important. In cl eaning up, it i s extremely important to remove insects
from cracks, crevices, below slated floors, at the bottom of e l evators
and dumps, etc. Also, spilled grain, even on the outside of the bin,
should be removed . A vacuum cleaner is a spl endid instrument for clean
up of a bin.
After clean up, a residual insecticide should be applied to the
inside and outside of the bin. Premium grade malathion is the best
insecticide to use as a residual spray. Methoxychlor may be used;
however, it does not have the residual effect of malath ion. The residual spray should be applied to the point of runoff and for optimum
results should be applied at least two weeks before grain goes into the
granary.
Many seed producers apply premium grade malathion to the seed as it
goes in storage. Some prefer to apply the malathion as a liquid. The
liquid may be applied to the grain as a fine mist or allowed to trickle
into the grain as it moves thro ugh the auger or conveyor . Malathion is
also available as a dust which may simply be applied to the seed in the
same manner. The dust form has an added advantage in that it can be
merely sprinkled on top of the grain in the truck before it is augered
into the bin. By the time the grain reaches its final resting place,
the malathion i s mi xed uniformly with it to the point of giving good
protection.
Some producers al so like to top dress their bins with the malathion. The malathion may simply be sprayed or dusted over the surface
of the grain. This treatment will give added protection to the grain
from most insects entering the grain mass from the surface. However,
you should keep in mind that the top dressing with malathion is only
partially effective against infestations of the Indian mea l moth.
It goes without saying that bins should be checked regularly for
signs of insect activity . Inspections will also reveal any "hot spots"
in the grain. During warm weather many producers inspect their bins
every two to four weeks and check them once a month during the winter
peri od. Sampling of the grain mass is easily done with a standard grain
probe. Thermometers are available to give temperature readings in the
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bin. However~ if you do not have a thermometer, you can merely insert a
it, and
steel rod into the grain, let it stand for a few minutes, remove
by running your hand over the rod you can tell at which l evel 11 hot
spots" may be present.
To determine which insects are present, one can depositi the grain
from the grain probe into a section of rain guttering. This will indicate to you at which level there may be insects present. Sifting the
grain through standard grain sieves will allow the producer to determine
which insects are present and their amount.
For spring-harvested grain, some seedsmen automatically fumigate
the grain six to eight weeks after putting it in storage. This will
kill insects brought in from the field and also those that may have been
present in the bin. Fall harvested grain, such as corn, may or may not
need a fumigation after binning.
Since many vari eties of peas, beans , and vetch are infested by
weevils in the field, it is especially important to fumigate these
grains before they are stored for any period of time. In fact, some
seed processors automatically fumigate all harvested peas and beans
either with phostoxin or liquid fumigants immediately before cleaning
and shipping. Most of this is done in the fall soon after the beans
come in from the field. Others may cl ean and bag the peas and beans and
then fumigate the bags with phostoxin during storage in the warehouse.
A few seedsmen fumigate bins each time that they are empty; however, most do not. Most processors will, at some time or other, fumigate warehouses of bagged grain. Since liquid fumigants do not work
well under these conditions, most use phostoxin for this purpose. A few
dealers stil l continue to use hydrogen cyanide fumigation. However,
fumigation with this material should be done by an experienced pest
control company. Some stil l use pyrethrum as a space spray, but since
it is becoming very expensive and in short supply, most have converted
to other materials. The insecticide Vapona in a fogging machine is used
by some dealers as a space spray in their warehouses; however, it should
be remembered that this material applied as a space spray will not
control the primary grain insects.
Phostoxi n gives good results when used to fumigate bagged grain in
the warehouse. Some dealers use phostoxin as a space fumigant in their
warehouses, especially so if they are having a problem of insects in the
building itself. However, most simply use the phostoxin to treat only
the bagged gra in, placing a tarp over the bags to contain the vapors .
One large company with several wholesale and retail outlets automatically shuts down their activities in the fa l l around Thanksgiving .
They call in a professional pest control company which appl i es hydrogen
cyanide. The cyanide is allowed to work for about three days, then the
warehouses are opened again. The manager states that treatment in such
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a manner in expensive but does a job of keeping the pl ant insect free.
An added bonus is the fact that excel l ent mouse~ rat and bird control i s
obtained by this type of application.
The Effect of Fumigation on Seed Germination
Seedsmen should keep in mind that fumigation under some conditions
will decrease germination of seed. High temperatues while fumigating,
such as temperatures above aso are liable to be damaging to the seed.
Li kewise~ fumigation under high moisture conditions can be dangerous to
the viability of seeds. A moisture content of l ess than 12% on seed is
general ly required; below 10% moisture i s preferred. The application of
very high dosages of a fumigant i s also a factor in decreased germination. Therefore, one should carefully follow the dosage rates listed
on the label. Also, long exposure to the fumi gant may be a factor in
decreased germination. As a rule of thumb, exposures of less than 24
hours to the fumigant should be the rule; less than 12 hours is preferred.
Most standard l i quid grain fumigants are mixtu res and used as such
will not decrease germinati on of seed provided they are used according
to label rates and directions. However, one should keep in mind that
several ava ilable fumigants~ both liquid and gas, may present a hazard
to germination. These include ch loropi crin, ethyl ene dibromide, methyl
bromide, and sulphur dioxide . On the other hand, hydrogen cyanide and
phostoxin have not presented problems in decreased viability of seed.
Indian Meal Moth and Its Control
The Indian meal moth is one of the most serious pests of stored
seeds and grains. This pest does not chew holes in sound grain, but
feeds on grain fragments and webs up the surface area of the grain. In
doing so, it promotes mold and grain deterioration. The larvae of this
insect is dirty-white in color and about ~ inch long when mature . In
the larval stage it moves about over the grain spinning a web as it
goes . The adult moths do no damage except to lay eggs for the next
generation. There are several generations during the summer months,
each one being approximately one month in length. Of course , during the
winte r, activity ceases , but the insect is abl e to overwinter both as a
larva and pupa.
With the advent of warmer weather in the spring, the larvae become
active and adul ts will be found flying about. It must be remembered
that this insect in the adult stage is able to fly from bin to bin or
even from the neighbor's bin to start a new infestation.
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Once this pest heavily infests a granary, the heavy webbing produced will often prevent a fumigant from penetrating the grain. If this
is the case, it is necessary to remove the webbed-over layer of grain so
that adequate control may be obtained.
Previously, the method used to prevent Indian meal moth infestations was to top dress the grain after it was placed in the granary.
But with the advent of a developed resistance to malathion, this method
does not always give adequate protection.
The insecticide Dipel can be used to treat the last grain going
into the bin or may be used as a top dressing and mixed into the top
four inches of grain in the bin. Either method gives excellent protection . Dipel is available either as a dust or wettable powder. The
wettable powder, when mixed with water, is applied as a spray.
If one has 11 Webbed-over 11 grain from an existing infestation of rreal
moth, it is advisable to skim off the webbed material, then one can
institute several measures. One can either spray or dust mal athion or
use the Dipel spray or dust on the surface and rake it into the top four
inches . Or, one can apply a standard grain fumigant. To complete the
job, one should then hang insect pest strips containing Vapona (DDV) in
the headspace above the grain.
In heavy existing infestations of Indian meal moth, one should
probably use one of the l iquid grain fumigants or phostoxin pellets to
clean up the infestation. Any of the liquid grain fumigants wil l do a
pretty god job except 80-20 (80% carbon tetrachloride - 20% carbon
bisulfide). Phostoxin is okay and it is necessary to introduce it only
in the upper part of the bin, since this insect rarely occurs in more
than the top four to six inches of the grain. After teating with a
fumigant, then apply the malathion or Dipel.
The insect pest strips serve to kill the adult moths, but are not
effective on the larval stage. However , if strips are in place and kill
the adults as they emerge, one can successfully break the life cycle of
this pest.
For best control, the insect strips should be hung during spri ng or
early summer soon after the larvae begin their activity and before large
numbers of moths emerge. Each of these strips is adequate for 1,000
cubic feed of headspace. Therefore, in most bins one strip would be
adequate. These strips should be replaced every 1 to 1~ months because
you will want to keep a heavy concentration of insecticide in the atmosphere at all times.
Unfortunately, the insect pest strips will not work in large, flat
storage areas where there are open doors and windows, etc . The air must
be without appreciable movement for these strips to do an adequate job.
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Even if a person has not had an infestation of Indi an meal moth in
hi s storage, it is perhaps a good idea to hang the insect strips, th us
preventing this pest from becoming established.
Note: Most of the research involving the Indian meal moth was
conducted at the U.S. Grain Marketing Research Laboratory, Manhattan,
Kansas 66502. Specifi c questions concerning this subject may either
be directed to that laboratory or to the author.

FIFTEEN BASIC FACTS ABOUT SEEDS
Howard C. Potts
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The word basic is defined as constituting or serving as the basis
or starting point. Most persons, who have a concept of nature, think of
a seed as the staring point, the beginning of new life. Those of us
more closely associated with crop culture recognize that the true role
of a seed is to continue or propagate life rather than start it.
Regardless of whether you are just beginning to develop a serious
interest in seeds or have been involved in one or more aspects of the
seed industry for many years , there are some basic facts and truths
about seeds which must be continuall y reca 11 ed to be successful "husbands" of nature's most vital resource, the seed . In the daily routine
many of us tend to forget or occasionally ignore the basic facts about
seeds but our forgetfulness or ignorance does not change or negate their
importance.
When was the last time you thought about the law of gravity? Few
people give conscious thought to this basic law of physics every day,
rather we accept it and subconsciously provide for it when conducti ng
our daily activities . There are similar basic facts and truths concerning seeds and man ' s efforts to utilize them. Some of those basic
seed facts are controlled by physical laws and others by biological
laws; in both cases we must observe nature's laws or pay the consequences.
The purpose of this paper is to identify and briefly discuss 15
seed facts which , like the law of gravity, are always in effect. Each
person should learn these seed facts, pl ace them in the subconscious
memory to be reca ll ed before, not after, we experience the consequences.
The first fact about seeds has its primary impact on seed marketing
activities.
I.

SEED IS THE ONLY CROP PRODUCTION INPUT
THAT INCREASES IN QUANTITY WHEN USED
When a farmer uses a fertilizer, insecticide or herbicide it is
gone . When he needs mo re the next season he must purchase it from hi~
l!Professor, Seed Technology Laboratory, MSU .
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supplier . However, when a farmer plants a bushel of soybean seed in a
few months he can harvest 30 or 40 times the amount he "used". Every
salesman has competition, but only seedsmen intentionally sell their
strongest competitors - the farmer - the materials necessary for them to
become an even stronger competitor, and sell it at the lowest reasonable
price! The fertilizer or pesticide salesman knows that when the farmer
uses his products there wil l be an opportunity for another sale next
season. Seedsmen have littl e such assurance except with hybrid varieties. In future years the American farmer may choose or be forced to
save more of his own seeds of wheat, soybeans, rice and cotton to conserve money to pay the fuel bi l l.
A major factor involved in repeat sales, essential for a profitable
business operation, leads to a second basic fact about seeds.

II.

SEEDS OF DIFFERENT SPECIES VARY IN THEIR NATURAL LIFE SPANS
The data presented in Table 1 clearly demonstrate this basic fact.
You will note that at the start of the study from which this data was
obtained the germination level of the seed of each species was well
above 90%. After 12 months, under identical storage conditions, germination of the onion and peanut seed had decreased dramatically, and all
seeds were dead after 24 months storage. In contrast, look at the
germination of the snapbean, radish and wheat seed.
As indicated in Figure 1, the natural life span of seed of the same
species also varies among different lines or varieties. How 1ong will a
seed remain alive? Many factors are involved; however, let's consider
basic seed fact number three.
III.

MOISTURE CONTENT AND TEMPERATURE ARE THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT
FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE THE RATE OF DETERIORATION IN SEEDS
The role and importance of moisture content in the life of seeds of
our economically important field, horticultural and flower seeds are
illustrated in Figure 2.
Note that after seed reach phys i ologi cal maturity, the higher the
moisture content the more rapid the rate of the deteriorative processes,
whether from respiration, disease or insect s . When seed moisture content is above that necessary for safe bulk storage, about 15%, biological activity in the seed mass can produce sufficient heat to injure the
living seed within a few hours, unless they are well - aerated.
Seeds high in moisture content are more susceptible to heat damage
than the same seed at a lower moisture content. This is especially
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Table 1.

Germination percentages of high quality seed
lots of twelve species during storage under
ambient conditions at Mississippi State,
Mississippi. (after Del ouche}

Kind
0

Bean, Snap
Clover, Red
Corn, Field
Fescue , Tall
Onion
Peanut, Shelled*
Radi sh
Sorghum
Soybean*
Wheat
* Hand- shelled .

98
94
98
95
96
96
98
96
96
98

Storage Period (Months}
12
96
88
96
85
42
60
98
93
85
97

24
92
60
90
37
0
0
95

82
42
92
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Differences
of corn and
of 860F and
produced at

in longevity of seed of two inbred lines
the single cross hybrid under conditions
75% relative humidity.
The seed were
the same time and location . (after Delouche)
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SEED MOISTURE CONTENT

Moisture content of developing seed;
seeds not mature enough for harvest .
30

55%

Seeds physiologically mature; respiratory
rate high; heating occurs if seed bulked
without adequate ventilation; molds and
insects very active; seed susceptible to
fiel d deterioration mechanical damage in
harvesting and handling .

14

20%

Resp i ratory rate sti ll high; can get heating at highest levels; molds and insects
can be damaging; seed resistant to mechanical damage.

10

13%

Seeds store reasonably well for 6 to 18
months i n open storage in temperate elimates; insects can sti ll be a problem i n
susceptible seeds; seed susceptible to
mechanical damage .

1~

Seed sufficiently dry for 1 to 3 years
open storage in temperate cl imates; very
little insect activity; seed very susceptible to mechanical damage .

'

8

4

8%

Safe moisture content for sealed

0

4%

Extreme desiccation can be damaging to
seed ; hardseededness develops in some
kinds of seed .

33

60%

stora~e.

Seeds germinate when they imbibe water to
these levels .

Figure 2. Role and importance of moisture content in the life of seeds.
(after Oelouche)
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important to remember when drying seed with artificially heated air. Do
not forget, however, that within the normal temperature range, the
biol ogical activity of seeds, insects and most molds increase as temperature increases.
The
other in
the more
however,
ture can
moisture

temperature and moisture effects may compensate or magnify each
some ways. For example, the higher the seed moisture content,
adverse the effects of increased temperature; as the seed dry,
their thermal death point increases. Seeds very high in moisbe damaged by sub-freezing temperatures but seed with 10%
are unaffected by the lowest temperatures that occur in nature .

Not only the moisture content of the seed but al so the moisture
content of the air which surrounds the seed is important . Th i s l eads to
a fourth basic fact about seeds .

IV.

SEEDS ARE HYGROSCOPIC
This means that at a given temperature a seed loses moisture to the
atmosphere or absorbs moisture from it until the vapor pressures of seed
moisture and atmospheric moisture (relative humidity) reach an equi l ibrium. When seed moisture and the relative humidity of the air are in
equilibrium there is no net moisture movement. However, any change in
(a) the seed moisture, (b) the relative humidity of the air surrounding
the seed, or (c) the temperature, upsets this equilibrium and a net
movement of water occurs. This process is virtually continuous under
ambient conditions , but is not instantaneous, often requiring several
days and sometimes several months before an equilibrium is established .
The action of hygoscopicity and seed moisture equilibration is
paralleled by the action of a playground see-saw. The seed, whi ch holds
water, is on one end of the see-saw and the air, which also holds water,
is on the other end. As indicated in Figure 3-A, when seed moisture and
relative humidity of the air around the seed are in equilibrium, there
is no net exchange of moisture. If the moisture content of the air is
increased (Figure 3-B) there will be a net movement of water from the
air to the seed until once again an equilibrium is reached (Figure 3-C) .
If the amount of water in the air is reduced (Figure 3-D) the seed will
lose water to the ai r until an equilibrium is again attained (Figure 3E) . If we increase the temperature of the air the relative humidity
goes down (Figure 3- E) and the seed will lose water to the air until
again an equilibrium is reached (Figure 3- F).
The fifth basic fact about seeds relates to drying and wetting of
seed during the hygroscopic equi librium process.
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AIR PROPERTIES

SEED MO ISTURE

(Temp .oF + R.H. %)

(%)

A

c

E

G

Fi gure 3.

I s5° -4o%

Seed moisture migration as influenced by moisture content
of the seed in relation to the temperature and relative
humidity of the air .
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v.

SEEDS DRY FROM THE SURFACE TO THE INTERIOR
This fact can be demonstrated by looking at a schemat i c crosssection of a corn seed which permits us to visualize the water mol ecules
in both the seed and the surrounding air (Figure 4). When the relative
humidity of the air around the seed is first reduced the seed still has
its original moisture content (Figure 4-B) but the amount of water at
the seed ' s surface has been reduced. Now, recall basic seed fact IV;
seeds are hygoscopic. Because the relative humidity of the air at the
seed's surface has been reduced, the vapor pressure of the water in the
interior of the seed is relatively higher. To re-establish the moisture
equilibrium, the water molecules just under the seed's surface move to
the surface to replace the water on the surface that has evaporated
(Figure 4-C) . Do not develop the impression that the water in the seed
simply rushes to the surface. Because of the laws of physics , a moisture gradient is established from the surface to the center of the seed.
If the lower relative humidity is maintained long enough the seed will
once again come into equilibrium (Fi gure 4- D} at a lower moisture
content.
The sixth seed face relates to one of the most serious economic
problems that we face in the U.S. today - energy.
VI.
THE LOWER THE MOISTURE CONTENT OF A SEED THE GREATER THE
AMOUNT OF ENERGY REQUIRED TO FURTHER REDUCE ITS MOISTURE
CONTENT
In application this seed fact means that more energy (BTUs) are
required to reduce the moisture content of seed from 15% to 13% than
from 17% to 15%. This fact is true regardless of the energy source:
gas, diesel, propane, wood, coal, etc.
The moisture in seeds is present in two forms, free and bound. For
our purposes, we can think of free water as the water molecules in the
interspaces of the seed. This water reacts to heat energy in much the
same manner as water on the surface of a lake. On the other hand, the
bound water in a seed is part of the physical structure of the molecular
and colloidal material in seed. A seed high in moisture has a greater
percentage of free than bound water. As a seed dries, it gives up both
free and bound water ; however, because of the stronger attachment of the
bound water, a greater percentage of free water is removed from the seed
initially. As the ratio of free to bound water decreases, greater
amounts of energy are required to break the physical bonds of the
increasing percentage of the bound water which must be removed to reduce
moisture content.
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Seed Moisture 15%
Relative Humidity 75%

Equilibrium

Seed Moisture 15%
Relative Humidity 75%

Seed Moisture 14%
Relative Humidity 55%

Seed Moisture 13%
Relative Humidity 55%

Figure 4.

How a seed dries.

Equilibrium
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VII.
SEED DETERIORATION IS NOT REVERSIBLE
All living things degenerate over time and die. The apparent
sequence of seed deterioration is given in Figure 5. Air dry seed,
contrary to most other living organisms, have neither the capability to
replenish their energy supply nor to redistribute the stored foods which
are located inside the seed. As a consequence, when any of the life
sustaining processes in a seed are impaired or lost, they can not be
repaired. Thus , the physiological quality of a seed, like a sky diver
who has jumped from a plane without a parachute, wi l l continously fall
until it dies. How long the sky diver or a seed lives is dependent on
how high they are when they start their fa l l.
The application of seed treatment chemica l s or other treatments
will not reverse the process of deterioration, although their proper
application will permit the seed in a lot to express their maximum
potential.
VIII .
MECHANICAL SEPARATION OF SEEDS FROM THEIR CONTAMINANTS IS
POSSIBLE ONLY WHEN THERE IS A MECHANICALLY DETECTABLE
DIFFERENCE IN AT LEAST ONE OF THEIR PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
The physical characteristics used to separate good seeds from
contaminating material are listed in Tabl e 2. Some of the machines used
to clean and up-grade seed utilize differences in two or more of these
physical characteristi cs to make the desired separation.
Most of the problems encountered in making the desired mechanical
separations arise from the fact that, although there is a visual and
often a physically measurable difference between the good seed and the
undesired material, these differences are not sufficiently large to be
detected (measured) by the machine's separating action. This is true
even when the operator is very proficient in equipment selection and
adjustment and knowledgable concerning differences in physical characteristics of each component of the seed lot. Every processor knows that
the good seeds in each lot vary in their physical characteristics .
However , we seem prone to forget that the contami nating materials likewise differ in their physical characteristics .

IX.
MICRO-ORGANISMS ARE PRESENT ON ALL SEEDS
Not all micro-organisms wil l attack a live seed; however, we must
remember that even the air surrounding the seed contains micro-organisms
some of which, under the proper conditions, are capable of destroying
the seed's value for planting . Most micro-organisms found on seeds are
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Figure 5 . Possible sequence of changes in seed during deterioration.
(after Delouche)
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CP

PHYSICAL PROPERTY

MACHINE

1.

Gross Size

Air-Screen Cleaner (screen section)

2.

Length

Indented Cylinder, Disc Separator

3.

Width

Width &Thickness Separator

4.

Thickness

Width &Thickness Separator

5.

~Jei ght

Gravity Table , Aspirator, Stoner , Air-Screen Cleaner (fan section)

6.

Surface Texture

Roll Mill, Magnetic Separator

7.

Shape

Spiral Separator, Roll Mill

8.

Color

Color Sorter

Table 2.

Physical properties of seeds and their contaminants and the machines which utilize differences
in these properties to make separations.
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not of economic importance, but they are present. On the other hand,
most of the micro-organisms which are carried inside a seed can be very
destructive; loose smuts, pod and stem blight, etc. The application of
fungicides in not always the solution.
It seems probable that in the not too distant future the results of
a "seed health" test will be a labeling requirement, just as the germination test is today. In my opinion, this should not occur until the
seed pathologists accurately determine the association between seed
infection l evels and crop performance. Seed healt h evaluation is the
"newest" fie ld of seed technology . Are you going to use it to your
advantage?

X.

SEEDS MUST BE EXPOSED TO THE PROPER TEMPERATURE, MOISTURE AND
OXYGEN CONDIT IONS TO INITIATE AND MAINTAIN GERMINATION
Earlier, I implied that moisture and temperature could be a seed's
worst enemies . That is true, until we want the seed to germinate and
grow. For any seed to germinate, there must be an adequate supply of
moisture and a favorable temperature. The oxygen requirement, while
small in terms of volume, must be met because certain physiological
processes of a germinating seed cannot continue in the absence of oxygen. Some seeds even require light to trigger germination, especially
when they are fresh.

XI.

THE EMBRYO OF EVERY TRUE SEED IS FORMED FROM THE UNION OF A SPERM
CELL FROM THE MALE PARENT AND AN EGG CELL FROM FEMALE PARENT
With the advent of the sexual revolution and more recently the
birth of the so-called test tube baby, everyone from 3 to 93 is aware of
this basic fact of life. Of importance to seedsmen is that this same
union, between the male and female gametes, is the fundamental basis of
the seed industry. Whether producing genetical ly pure seed, hybrid seed
or eliminating unwanted outcrosses, seedsmen are directly affected by
the results of this union since it determines the "genetics" of the seed
produced. These gametes contain the "life" and life pattern that are
passed from generation to generation.
In plants, unlike in animal reproduction, a second union, between a
second male sperm cell and two other cells (polar nuclei) in the embryo
is also required for the seed to be formed. It is the endosperm formed
by the second union that provides food for the embryo's growth .
Since a seed is alive at its conception and alive during its
development, why do people sometimes forget the twelfth seed fact?
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XII.
A SEED MUST BE ALIVE TO BE OF VALUE FOR PLANTING
In reality, this fact is the total basis for the entire seed
industry . If a seed is not alive it is not really a seed but a storage
unit for carbohydrates, proteins and fats - a grain. I am continually
surprised by the number of "successful " seedsmen who in one way or
another follow production, processing or storage practices which ignore
this fact. The technol ogy is availabl e to keep seeds alive for a
hundred years. The technology is al so available to kill any seed in a
fraction of a second. Which technology is in use in your operations?
The next basic fact about seeds is:

XIII.
SEEDS REACH THEIR MAXIMUM POTENTIAL AT PHYSIOLOGICAL MATURITY
As depicted in Figure 6, which portrays the maturation and deterioration cycl e of a seed as a reproductive unit, physiological maturity
of seeds occurs when they attain their maximum dry weight, maximum level
of viability and their highest physiological capacity . While it is true
that some seeds enter a stage of dormancy shortly after attaining physiological maturity, the dormancy period is not a period of improvement,
rather one of preservation of the status attained at physiological
maturity.
Since the moisture content of seeds at physiological maturity
ranges from 30 to 55% among the species the seed must further dry down
before they can be mechanically harvested. It is during this postmaturation-pre-harvest period, referred to as the field weathering
period, that the deteriorative phase of seed life sets in. Keep in mind
that the seeds produced on any one plant, and certainly in any field, do
not all reach physiological maturity at the same time, nor are they
exposed to exactly the same environments or levels of insect and disease
infestation . Thus, there is some variation in the physiological quality
among the seeds of every lot.
From the above, another basic fact about seeds is derived:
XIV.

THE SEEDS THAT ARE ALIVE IN EACH LOT
CAN DIFFER IN PHYSIOLOGICAL QUALITY
The term 11 Vigor 11 , as applied to seeds, is very controversial in
some segments of the seed industry. There is no question that within
every seed lot and among seed lots there is variation in the physiological capacity of the seeds to reach certa i n levels of growth in a
given time period and set of environmental conditions. However, to date
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there is a wide variety of opinions concerning how to accurately measure
these differences, and especially the "degree" of difference required to
affect plant performance. Regardless of your own opinion concerning
"vigor" do not ignore the basic fact that differences do exist in the
physiological quality of seeds within and among seed lots.
In conclusion, there is one other basic fact about seeds which I
believe each of us often overlook in our daily rush to earn a living.
Most of you are aware that our seed tech group at MSU spends a great
deal of time overseas working with technicians of developing countries
to implement seed programs to supply at least a portion of their farmers
with good seeds of improved varieties. The fact that we are sometimes
housed in the best hotels and occasionally have a chance to see some
interesting tourist attractions may give an impression just the reverse
of that of the realities of our work.
Two illustrations may be useful in demonstrating the last of the
seed facts. Talk with a person who stayed alive by eating the roots
from the trees rather than eat the seed he had saved for planting. He
knows that "without seed there is no future". Or, observe the look of
despair on a young child's face, because for over 100 days the only
thing she had to eat was a littl e gruel made from millet seed. You see,
her father's grain bin is almost empty, and although superior varieties
had been developed and tested, there was no seed industry to multiply
and distribute the seed so that more grain could be produced.
Seriously consider these two illustrations , which are real to
millions of peopl e around the world, and you should take a little more
pride in your contribution to the seed industry. Do this and I believe
you will agree that the most basic fact about seeds is:

XV.

SEEDS ARE BASIC TO MAN'S SURVIVAL

STANDARDIZATION OF SEED QUALITY TESTS
Dwight W. Lambert

11

Standardizing seed quality tests has become more significant and a
little more complicated in recent years. It appears this trend will
continue on through the eighti es, especial l y with the innovations in
plant breeding and seed conditioning and since many of the testing
procedures now in use were developed and adopted years ago. Before
discussing the standardizing of seed tests, I would li ke to tell you
something of the Seed Standardization Branch and its responsibiliti es.
The branch is relatively new in name. It is part of the Livestock,
Poultry, Grain and Seed Division of the Agricul tural Marketing Service.
Prior to becoming a branch in 1977, it was cal l ed the National Seed
Testing Standardization Laboratory (NSTSL) and prior to that the Testing
Section of the Seed Branch. A review of the work carried on at the
facility will show that during its existence most of its work has been
directed toward standardizing seed tests. Ten years ago, with less
personnel, the work involved mainly check testing to determi ne the reasons for inconsistencies in seed testing and to present material at seed
workshops that would promote uniformity in seed testing. Thi s part
hasn't changed but we have added personnel and equipment that now permits us to review standards as well as to develop new standards . Under
the branch status, we are charged with responsibilities to formulate
policies and programs that establish and maintain uniform methods of
testing seed .
Why do we need standardization of tests?
Certainly many of us have looked at severa l laboratory test results
on a lot of seed and exclaimed: "I wish someone would learn how to test
seed." To determine the causes for such a statement is one of our
primary objectives . Some of you may remember that Or . Delouche touched
on this recently in his column in the "Seedsmen's Digest." He mentioned
some of the things that could cause discrepancies in test results.
These included type of equipment, method of testing (even though the
same rules are followed), and the expertise of persons making and/or
reporting the tests. I'm not sure that he mentioned it, but discrepancies can and do occur because of the lack of uniformity within the seed
lot. If you drew one sample, mi xed it thorough ly and subdivided it to
go to various laboratories, the results should be s imi lar. The key
words here are "mixed it thoroughly." It is equally important that the

11
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laboratory mix the sample of seed thoroughly before cutting down the
portion they actually test. In addition to the above, each of us have
11
0Ur way .. of doing things. It may not be .. by the book .. but to us it's
better, or at least we rationalize this. This attitude can prevail
throughout the industry , not just in the laboratory. It may be tedious
to do the same thing over and over again, but if you are doing it the
way the 11 book 11 says , and everyone else does it that way, you can have
uni fonnity .
Work in Progress
1. As mentioned earlier, we do lots of check testing which you
mi ght cal l 11 trouble shooting." Some testing we initiate, other testing
we participate in at the request of a l aboratory which may not be satisfied wi th its results, or there is a laboratory customer that is not
satisfied. And then we participate in many 11 referee tests," which is
comparative testing of similar seed under similar conditions by two or
more seed laboratories. This is done regionally, nationally, and internationally.
We are preparing new "cal ibration" sampl es of Kentucky blue2.
grass seed. These are used to calibrate a mechani ca l blower in a l aboratory so that when testing Kentucky bluegrass for purity, all l aboratories testing the same lot or at l east portions of the same sample
should obtain similar results. Calibration samples have been used for
Kentucky bluegrass since around 1960 . Since then calibration sampl es
have been prepared for 11 Pensacola 11 bahiagrass and orchardgrass. At
present there is a testing project where an attempt is being made to
establish a blowing point for another kind of seed by using the Kentucky
bluegrass calibration sample.
3. We are supplying samples of seeds (mostly weed seeds) to other
laboratories. This improves the herbariums of indi vidual laboratories
and aids in promoting uniformity in identification. Also, it may provide for quicker identification and therefore quicker testing.
4. We are reviewing the germination testing methods of the smal l
seeded l egumes, especially the various substrata and temperatures.
In cooperation with a plant pathologist in SEA, a study is
5.
being conducted on testing soybean seed infected with Phomopsis sojae
(pod and stem blight). I'm sure I cannot overemphasize the i mportance
of this work . About all I can say at this point is that there are lots
of variabl es that include moisture content at harvesting, dying out of
the fungus in storage at various temperatures and humidities, and possible improvement of germination with certain testing conditions .
6.
seed.

We are developing a standardized test for preinoculated legume
This involves handling and testing. It appears we are over the
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rough spots of this and that a procedure can be recommended for adoption
within the next year that will enable firms and/or laboratories to check
the quality of the preinoculation.
7. The Rules under the Federal Seed Act and of the AOSA provide
that our Branch will furnish pictures to laboratories that display
various stages of physiological necrosis in lettuce. Seedlings with
certain amounts of necrosis are considered as abnormal. The original
pictures were polaroid prints. As you know, there is no negative available from this kind of a picture, and when the original pictures were
distributed, we could not furnish any more. We are finding it difficult
to prepare either prints or slides that are acceptable and are considering going to water color paintings.
8. We are trying to standarize some of the methods now used for
measuring seed vigor in corn and soybean seeds . These include the
"cold," "accelerated aging," and "conductivity" tests. They all appea r
to be good methods to measure seed vigor. However, the procedures need
to be standardized so that a laboratory's results will be repeatable and
results between laboratories will be within tolerance.
One of the complaints against all seed testing is "length of
9.
time.'' This is especially true to check certain kinds and varieties of
seed where the only way i s a field test. A project in the laboratory i s
to shorten the time for this type of testing. By using chemical procedures, seedling characteristics and growth chamber techniques, we have
been able to shorten the length of time . The results of tests with
soybean cultivars have been published and show that by using a gro up of
tests you can screen and identify quite a few variet i es. Also, by using
what we call "negative identification," you can tell what a variety of
seed is not. Our work at present is predominantly on sorghum with a few
detours for other kinds.
10. A project to which we devote considerable time is our "seed
schools" and "workshops." This is one of the best ways to promote
uniformity in seed testing. The schools are held on a regular basis and
usuall y for seed technologists that have some experience. During the
school they study seeds and/or procedures that have given them problems
in the laboratory. The workshops are usua lly 1-day sessions and are
devoted to one particular problem such as germination tests for soybean
or peanut seed.
Now, for a quick look into the future for seed standardization
testing.
Because of our methods of handling seed from the field to the
consumer, you will probably see an increased emphasis on storage conditions and moisture content of seed. Hopefully we will have or develop
the equipment and procedures to be able to run a moisture test on each
sample of seed as standard laboratory procedure .
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You will probably find calibration samples being used for more and
more kinds of seeds, especially where there is a problem of interpretation as to pure seed and inert matter.
I'm sure you will find the testing for seed vigor extended to many
more kinds of seed. By the end of the eighties there should be acceptable standards for expressing the amount of seed vigor, at least for
some kinds. Also, you will find it used more by seedsmen as an "in
house" tool to cull carryover lots of seed. In addition, you will find
new chemical methods and/or equipment that will produce quicker results
by measurements of enzyme activities and energy compounds and rates of
respiration in seed. Of course, there will be further refinement of
testing procedures already being used.
In the pathology area, we may find seed treatments available that
will reduce the problem with seedborne disease, especially in soybeans
and that will provide uniformity in seed testing as well as improved
emergence in the field. Also, we should have fungicides that are compatible with other seed adherents such as preinoculants. However , you
may find additional problems with Fusarium, where effective seed fungicides have not replaced the mercurial s for effectiveness. In addition,
it is possible that a synthetic soil mix with uniform Pythium populations may be developed. This could replace the current field soil in
cold tests and provide for more uniformity in seed testing.
I suspect that germination testing will still be around but that
methods and procedures will be used that speed up the time for a test as
well as provide more uniformity.
Last, I expect you will find more emphasis on variety testing, both
by the breeder or researcher and by the testing laboratory. New techniques and the improvement of current ones will be used to determine
differences in varieties. The art of plant breeding has changed considerably over the past 15 years, and I would imagine it will change
even more in the next 10 years. For the breeder to determine and measure differences between lines and varieties, he will have to go to the
laboratory for techniques that give sure and fast results.
The American Seed Trade Association has the logo "first the seed."
We may do different things to it or with it, but I don't believe we
will replace it with anything better in the eighties.

ANSWERING COMPLAINTS
Charles C. Baskin !!
Every seedsman receives an occasional complaint. These complaints
may or may not be justified. Occasionally even with the best quality
control program, a lot of seed will 11 Slip through 11 into the market that
may result in a complaint.
The nature of complaints are many and varied : (1) not getting a
stand because of poor quality seed, (2) seed contained weed seed, and
(3) a mixture of varieties , are among the most common complaints; there
are many others.
Complaints need to be settled to the satisfaction of both parties
if at all possible . Naturally, you as a seedsman would like to settle
with a minimum of time, effort and expense or at no expense at all.
There are so many different situations, from a seedsman's position,
that it i s impossible to even touch on many. A look at specific situations might be helpful.
Custom seed processing is an area that lends itself to compl aints .
If seed germination is poor or even if field performance is poor, the
processor often gets the blame. 11 You ruined my seed 11 or 11 you mixed my
seed 11 are sometimes heard from the customer. Some points for consideration are:
(1)

Always closely inspect the seed that you are asked to process.
Look for weed seed , mechanica l damage, varietal mixtures , etc.

(2)

Always check seed moisture content. Many famers have no idea
what effect seed moisture has on processing and subsequent
storage. Low moisture seed as well as high moisture seed are
often potential problems.

(3)

If possible, farmers' seed should be checked for germination
before processing.

(4)

Take a file samp le before processing and if possible after
processing so if any controversy arises you have somethi ng to
refer to.

!!Grain and Seed Specialist , Agronomy Department, Mississ i ppi
Cooperative Extension Service, MSU.
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If you fi nd anything that can cause problems such as weed seed that
may be difficult to remove, a high incidence of mechanical damage, high
or l ow seed moisture , inform the owner as to what the consequences might
be. Have an understanding before processing and not a mi sunderstanding
after processing.
Stand or emergence complaints are always difficult because of the
many things which can affect a stand li ke appli cation of fertilizer,
herbicides, depth of planting, weather and numerous other things. Often
there is no way to tell for sure what might have happened and at times
the farmer may not know exactly what was done, particularly if he i s
depending on hired labor.
On complaints of this kind, if possible, you as a seedsman might
involve a third party. Every year I will make a few visits with a
seedsman or be asked to be present by a farmer on a crop stand complaint. Someone from your Crop Improvement Association or State Department of Agriculture might be available in such s i tuations . In such a
case the only alternative is to do as thorough a job of field inspection
as possible. Look for areas where there mi ght be an acceptabl e stand in
the field, any differences that you might find would be helpful i n
making comparisons. If the farmer has any seed left, a sample can be
checked . If you as a seedsman have a file sample of the particular lot
in question, this can be a big help in solving the probl em. This, of
course , is not always possible. A "poor seed" complaint really becomes
difficult when the crop is well into the growing season or is ready for
harvest before such a complaint is registered.
Weed infestations in a field blamed on seed are not always easy but
may be easier than stand problems. Look for patterns. Maybe the weed
seed were brought in by a harvesting machine from another field or by a
custom harvester. In this case patterns should be fairly easy to recognize. Overflows from streams or ditches can spread weed seed . I have
seen cocklebur in a soybean field follow the waterline of a winter
overflow.
Another thing to always look for when dealing with weed seed is the
location and distribution of weeds. Weeds in the middles, clumps or
groups of weeds are not likely to be from the current seed planting;
single weeds in the drill or a very low frequency could well have come
from the current planting. Look for the same weeds in field borders,
al ong irrigation ditches , roadsides, and other fields . Often weeds are
not noticed unti l they show up in the field.
Mixed varieties can and do happen, but this can also be the result
of a misunderstanding. Take a field of soybeans planted from certified
seed for example. In an actual case that I helped investigate, the
farmer's complaint was mixed seed. The farmer, seed company representatives, county agent and I a 11 gathered to 1oak at the situation. Off
types were present, but when plant counts were made , the number of off
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type plants was well within the certification regulations. This came as
a surprise to the seedsman as well as the farmer. The seedsman didn't
know his own state regulations. Certification regulations do vary from
one state to another.
Tolerances are something that I think most farmers and some seedsmen don't understand. Tolerances are very difficult to try to explain,
particularly when a farmer or seedsman is already upset about a particular situation. If seed are labeled 80% for germination, a complaint
i s filed, and a sample is tested with actual germination of 75%, the
farmer often doesn't understand why this is legitimate.
If a label reads zero weed seed and one or two weed seed are found,
it's hard to explain that "zero" can mean as many as two weed seed per
pound. When you make this explanation you are usually considered a
"shyster" and this is your way out.
There are many other types of complaints. We could never cover
them all and I think we should conclude by thinking about how to minimize complaints.
To me, the answer is a good quality control program . Begin with
clean fields, follow with timely harvesting, handl e seed like the living
organisms they are. Don't exceed your capacity for production, storage,
or processing. Take good representative sampl es , conduct adequate
tests, keep good records and file samples.
This is one place where I believe vigor testing can be of great
benefit to you as a seedsman . You can measure the potential performance
of a seed lot. When you do this and find a weak lot of seed , discard it
before cleaning, treating and bagging. Not only will you save money but
you eliminate those "law suit" quality seed lots.

SOME THOUGHTS ON SEEO STORAGE
James C. Delouche

11

During the past 15 years or so , I've written on various aspects of
seed storage. In the mid-1970s special and rather detailed attention
was given to cond itioned or controlled storage of seed . Looking back
over these efforts, however, I find that the several aspects of seed
storage - i ncluding conditioned storage - were not related to each other
as they ought to be, and significant aspects of seed storage were
neglected. In this article , I hope to overcome deficiences in my
previous efforts.
Purpose of Seed Storage
Every seed operation has or should have a purpose . The purpose of
seed storage is to maintain the seed in good physical and physiological
condition from the time they are harvested until the time they are
planted. Seed have to be stored, of course, because there is usually a
period of time between harvest and planting . During this period, the
seed have to be kept somewhere. While the time interval between harvest
and planting is the basic reason for storing seed, there are other
considerations, especially in the case of extended storage of seed.
Seed suppliers are not always able to market all the seed they
produce during the following planting season. In many cases , the unsold
seed are "carried over" in storage for marketing the second planting
season after harvest. Problems arise in connection with carryover
storage of seed because some kinds, varieties , and lots of seed do not
carryover very well.
Seed are also deliberately stored for extended periods so as to
eliminate the need to produce the seed every season. Foundation seed
units and others have found this to be an economical, efficient procedure for seed of varieties for which there is limited demand. Some
kinds of seed are stored for extended periods to improve the percentage
and rapidity of germination by providing enough time for a "natural ..
release from dormancy. For example, seed of some range grass species
germinate much better 2 or 3 years after harvest than they do the first
planting season after harvest. Some cotton farmers in Texas prefer
l!Professor, MSU; article based on material published in "Seed
Conditioner ' s Clinic", SEEDSMEN'S DIGEST, February to June , 1981.
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"old" seed because they apparently germinate better at sub-optima l
temperatures, i . e., l ower temperatures. Breedi ng lines and germplasm
need to be maintained for very extended periods - tens of years - i n the
seed stage in storage.
Regardless of the specific reasons for storage of seed , the purpose
remains the same: maintenance of a satisfactory capacity for germination and emergence . The fac il iti es and procedures used i n storage,
t herefore, have to be di rected toward the accompl is hment of t his purpose .
The Storage Period
Plans and prov1s1ons for seed storage are all too often confined t o
the interval between the completion of conditioning and the begi nni ng of
di stribution . This "packaged seed" phase is very important i n a seed
storage program , but i t is onl y one segment of the total period seed are
"in storage" (Figure 1). Concentration of the available physical and
managerial resources on the packaged seed segment to the neglect of
other segments of the storage period often produces disappoi nt i ng
results.
In the broadest sense the storage per iod for seed begins with
attai nment of physiolog ical maturity and ends with the resumption of
active growth of the embryonic axis, i.e . , germination . Seed are considered to be physiologically and morphologically mature when they reach
maximum dry we i ght. At this stage dry-down or dehydration of the seed
i s well unde rway. Dry-down continues after physio l ogical maturity unti l
moisture content of the seed and fruit decreases to a level whi ch per mits effective and effic i ent harvest and threshi ng. Thi s stage can be
termed harvest mat ur i ty . There usua lly is an i nterval of t ime bet ween
physiol og i cal matu r ity and harvest maturity , and this interval represents the f i rst segment of t he storage period. Any delays in harvest ing
the seed after they reach harvest maturity prolongs the ffrst segment of
the storage period -often to the detriment of seed quality.
The second segment of the storage period extends from harvest to
the beginning of conditioning. Seed in the combine , grai n wagon , and
bu l k storage or dryi ng bins are in storage and their qua l ity is affected
by the same factors that affect the quality of seed during the packaged
seed segment of the storage period . The third segment of the storage
period begins with the onset of conditioning and ends with packaging.
The fourth segment of the storage period is the packaged seed phase
which has already been mentioned. The packaged seed segment is followed
by storage during distribution and marketing, and finally by storage on
the farm before and during planting .
The control that a seedsman has over the various segments of the
storage period for seed varies from a high degree of control from
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SEGMENTS OF THE STORAGE PERIOD FOR SEED

1.

Postmaturation - Preharvest Segment - period from physiological maturity to harvest (seed in field).

2.

Bulk Seed Segment- period from harvest to packaging
(bulk seed in aeration/drying bins, surge bins, etc.).

3.

Packaged Seed Segment - period from packaging to distri bution (seed in packages in warehouse).

4.

Distribution-Marketing Segment - period during distributing and marketing (packaged seed in transit
and/or retai l er's storehouse).

5.

On-Farm Segment - period from purchase to planting of
seed (seed in on-farm storage}.

Figure 1.

Segments of the total storage period for seed.
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harvest to distribution~ to much less control during the postmaturationpreharvest, di stribution-marketing, and on-farm segments. Despite
variable degrees of control over the various segments of the storage
period, the seedsman ' s plans for storage must take into consideration
all the segments. The things that can be done must be done if the
quality of the seed is to be maintained .
Since the main objective of seed storage is maintenance of an
acceptable capacity for germination and emergence, it can only be
accomplished by reducing the rate of deterioration to the degree required to maintain an acceptable level of quality for the desired
period. Since seed storage is basically concerned with control of the
rate of deteriorative processes, some understanding of deteri oration i s
essential for planning and impl ementing a program for successful storage
of seed.
Seed Deterioration
Seed are alive. All living systems undergo degenerative changes
with time. The rate of degeneration is very much influenced by inheritance, the types and duration of stresses on the living system, and
traumatic disturbances of the system. Control of the rate of degenerative processes, therefore, involves minimization of stresses on and
traumatic disturbances to the system.
Seed deterioration is progressive. Degenerative changes occur over
time which impair function and performance . As mentioned above, the
rapidity of deterioration is influenced by several factors including
inheritance. In the case of severe traumas such as gross mechanica l,
heat, or cold injury, or toxification by exposure to certain chemi cals,
performance potential of a seed can be reduced to zero in a few
minutes - even instantaneously. Less severe traumas reduce performance
potential to some l evel above zero, and increase susceptibi l ity of the
seed to other stresses during conditioning, packaged seed storage, and
in the seed bed.
Deterioration of seed has several characteristics which must be
recognized in developing and implementing plans for storage of seed.
First, it is an exorable process. Deterioration cannot be prevented.
The rate of deterioration, however, can be reduced to the extent that
seed can be stored for about as long as most folk want to store them.
Secondly, and perhaps more important in practical terms, deterioration
is irreversible . The quality of seed is not improved by storage unless
dormancy is involved and gradually released during storage. (It should
be noted that there are certain lines of evidence which if pursued
successfully might make if possible to significantly reverse deteriorative changes. Presently, and practically, however, seed deterioration is stil l irreversible.)
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Seed deterioration is the progressive impairment in function and
performance. The direct consequences of deterioration derive from this
impairment in function and performance. Aspects of seed performance are
progressively reduced cultimating in loss of the germination capacity of
the seed. The indirect consequences of deterioration are equally important. As the seed system deteriorates, it becomes more vulnerable to
stresses such as sub- or supra-optimal temperatures, reduced oxygen
supply resulting from excessive moisture, invasion by seed rotting
microorganisms, and mechanical impedance to emergence, or to use a
"buzz" term, "vigor" decreases .
Seed Longevity
Reference has been made several times to the influence of heredity
on rate of deterioration of seed. Seed of some species are inherently
longer-lived than others. Most seedsmen know that soybean seed do not
store as well as corn seed or cottonseed. Peanut seed producers think
that soybean seed are long-li ved! There are also inherent differences
in longevity among varieties within a species. Some inbred lines of
corn do not store as well as others. Varieties of soybeans and cotton
al so differ in terms of rate of deterioration. In some cases, perhaps
most , differences in storability of varieties within a species can be
related to dormancy , which is an inherited characteristic. Dormancy not
only delays and distributes germination over time, it also protects the
seed during the "delay" period against some of the stresses that accel erate deterioration so that germination capacity can be maintained
during 11 distribution" over time.
Fiel d Deterioration of Seed
Climatic conditions during the postmaturation, preharvest period
establi sh the basic quality of seed, and thus, have an important influence on the storability of seed after harvest. Frequent and prolonged
rain, heavy dews, fog, high humidity and warm temperatures contribute to
deterioration of seed while they are still on the plant. Seed which
have been subjected to such conditions do not store well even though
germination might be relatively high after harvest.
Timely harvesting and other steps that can be taken to reduce the
field deterioration of seed are as important as the postharvest measures
used to maintain seed quality. In a very fundamental sense, the production of high quali ty seed is the essential first step in successful
storage of seed.
Harvesting
Mechanical harvesting is the first exposure of seed to mechanical
forces that can cause injury. Damage to seed during harvesting can not
onl y reduce germination almost immediately but also reduce the storage
potential of less severely injured seed. The same situation pertains in
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shelling operations such as the shell i ng of corn and peanuts. Reduction
in the incidence and severity of mechanical damage, therefore, must be
given attention in planning for successful storage of seed.
The moisture content of seed at harvest has an important influence
on mechanical damage . General ly, seed at a moisture content 13% or
higher - up to about 16% - are less susceptible to mechanical damage especially fracturing of the seed coat, cracking and breaking of the
cotyledons, endosperm, and embryonic axis . Whi l e seed at moisture
contents above 13% are resistant to mechanica l forces, problems can
develop as the seed are taken from the combine and placed in bulk storage. A relatively hi gh seed moisture content combined with a warm
temperature favors deteriorative processes which lead to loss of vigor
and ultimately a decrease in germination.
Influence of Seed Moisture
The moisture content of seed is determined or influenced by several
independent factors which are operative at different times. During seed
deve1opment and maturation, growth of the seed in size and weight is
accompanied by a decrease in moisture content. Moi sture content decreases rather slowly from above 80% a few days after fertilization
until the seed attain physiological maturi ty at moisture contents ranging from 30 to 55%, depending on the species. Therafter, moisture
content decreases rather rapidly until the seed are harvested or come
under the influence of climatic conditions in the field. If the seed
are harvested at relatively high seed moisture contents, e . g., corn and
rice, the moisture content is determined by the stage of drydown at the
time of harvest . For other kinds of seed which are essentially allowed
to complete drydown before harvest, the moisture content at harvest
might be determined by the degree of drydown or by re-wetting and redrydown during inclement weather . Regardless of the factor influencing
seed moisture content at harvest, the moisture content of seed at harvest, in bulk storage, and later, has the greatest influence on rate of
deterioration of the seed.
The rate of seed respiration i s closely related to moisture content
and temperature. Seed at 14%moisture and higher respire much more
rapidly than seed at 12% or less. Respiration produces heat which can
raise the temperature in a mass of seed well above the ambient. If the
seed moisture content is 15% or higher, the relative humidity in the
seed mass will be wel l above 75%, which is favorabl e for growth and
reproduction of storage molds. The molds also respire and produce heat
which raises the temperature in the seed mass still higher. This
heating cycle initiated in even moderately high moisture content seed
can cause rapid deterioration and loss of germination. Even when seed
moisture content is below 13%, moisture can migrate or be transferred in
a bulk storage bin to the extent that some of the seed increase to well
above 14% in moisture.
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Since seed moisture content i s so crucial in terms of retention of
seed quality from harvest through marketing, steps must be promptly
taken to reduce moisture when it is above 13%and to prevent moisture
migration in bulk storage bins.
Importance of Drying and Aeration
Heated air drying, of course, is the usual method of reducing the
moisture content of seed harvested at relatively high moisture levels
such as corn and rice. In some years, drying of other kinds of seed
such as wheat, sorghum, and even soybeans is necessary. Drying should
be initiated promptly because any delay in the start-up of drying can be
detrimental.
The effectiveness of drying in maintenance of seed quali ty is
largely determined by the rate of drying and the drying temperature.
Drying too slowly prol ongs the period the seed are at a high mois ture
content and results in deterioration of the seed. Use of a suffic ient
flow of air at an appropriate temperature is very important in drying
seed. Drying too rapidly, on the other hand, can also be damaging to
seed quality, especially when associated with higher-than-safe temperatures.
Heated air drying is often not necessary to reduce seed moisture
content a few points, say from 14 to 12%. At such a moisture content
dryi ng does not have to be accomplished as rapidly as when the seed are
harvested at higher moisture levels. "Natural ,. air drying with a sufficient air flow rate will usually pull down moi sture to the desired
level within a few weeks.
Aeration of seed even at relatively low seed moisture contents,
i.e., 11 to 13%, i s important to remove field heat" from the seed mass
and to further reduce the temperature of the seed mass as ambient temperature decreases during the fall. Proper aeration also evens out
temperature in the seed mass and prevents the migration or transfer of
moisture in the bulk storage bin.
11

Drying reduces the field moisture of the seed to a level "safe" for
handling, conditioning and storage. Aeration reduces the temperature of
the seed mass during bulk storage and prevents the development of wet
spots. Problems associated with high seed moisture do not end, however,
with the completion of drying and aeration. During aeration and thereafter, seed moisture content comes under the influence of the rel ative
humidity of the atmosphere. Seed moisture content rises during periods
of high humidity and decreases during periods of low humidity. Relative
humidity and temperature, therefore, become the most important determinants of seed longevity during the packaged seed phase of the storage
period.
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Hygroscopic Moisture Equilibrium

Seed are hygroscopic, that is, they absorb moisture from the atmosphere or lose moisture to it until the vapor pressures of seed moisture and atmospheric moisture (vapor) reach equilibrium. Since the
vapor pressure of atmospheric moisture at a specific temperature and
pressure is directly related to the degree of saturation or relative
humidity, seed attain specific and characteristic moisture contents when
exposed to different levels of relative humidity. The characteristic
moisture contents attained by the different kinds of seed under different levels of relative humidity are variously referred to as equilibrium moisture contents of hygroscopic equilibrium values.
The equilibrium moisture content varies among seed kinds (Tabl e 1).
In general, the equi l ibrium moisture content for oil seeds, e . g., soybeans, cotton, peanuts, sunflower, is lower than that of starchy seed,
e.g., wheat, corn, sorghum, rice, at the same relative humidity and
temperature. This phenomenon can be mostly accounted for by the fact
that fats and oils do not mix with water. Thus, in a seed that has an
oil content of 50%, the moisture is concentrated in the non-oil portion,
or 50%of the seed, while in a seed kind that contains only 10% oil,
moisture is distributed throughout 90%of the seed .
Since the hygroscopic equilibrium moisture content of seed varies
among seed kinds in relation to chemical composition, it is not possible
to specify "safe" moisture contents for seed unless the kinds of seed
are known along with the period of storage, ambient temperature and
relative humidity. For example, corn seed attain a moisture content
just over 13%at a relative humidity of 60%and a temperature down to
about 50F. Under the same conditions, soybean ~eed attain a moisture
content of about 10%.
Establ i shment of hygroscopic moisture equilibrium in seeds is a
time-dependent process, that is, it does not occur instantaneously . A
period of time is required, the length of which varies with the seed
kind, initial moisture content, the average relative humidity, and temperature. Under open or non-conditioned storage, seed moisture content
fluctuates with long term changes in relative humidity, and does not
rise and fall with the normal diurnal variation in relative humidity
from low in mid-afternoon to high in early morning.
The equilibrium established between seed moisture content and
atmospheric relative humidity is two-directional. In an open system,
seed moisture content is established by the relati ve humidity, but in a
closed or relatively closed system, the relative humidity is established
by the moisture content of the seed. A closed system would consist of a
container impervious to the passage of atmospheric moisture vapor, while
a "relatively" closed system would be something like a bulk storage bin
filled with seed, or any large mass of seed.
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Table 1.

Moisture contents of some field crop seed at equilibrium with
various l evels of relative humidity {approximately 77F).

Kind
Alfalfa
Barley
Bermuda grass, Hulled
Clover, Red
Corn, Field
Corn, Pop
Fescue, Tall
Flax
Peanut
Rice, Milled
Rye
Ryegrass
Sorghum
Soybeans
Sunflower
Wheat:
Soft Red
Hard Red
White

15

6.0

6.4
6.8
4.4
2.6
6.8
7.0
6.4
4.3

6.3
6.4

Relative Humidit~ (%)
75
45
60
30

90

6.4
8.4
8.1
7.2
8.4
8. 5
8.4
5.6
4.2
9.0
8.7
7.5
8.6
6.5
5.1

7.4
10 .0
9. 2
8.2
10.5
9.8
9.8
6.3
5.6
10.7
10.5
10.0
10.5
7.4
6.5

8. 6
12.1
10.8
9.2
12.9
12.2
11.2
7.9
7.2
12.6
12.2
11.2
12.0
9. 3
8.0

13.0
14.4
13.6
13.2
14. 8
13.6
13.3
10.0
9.8
14.4
14.8
13 .8
15.2
13.1
10 .0

18.0
19.5
17.2
18.4
19.1
18.3
17.1
15.2
13.0
18.1
20.6
17.0
18.8
18.8
15 .0

8.6
8.5
8.6

10.6
10.5
9.9

11.9
12.5
11.6

14.6
14.6
15.0

19.7
19.7
19.7

100

26 .8

23.8
23.0
21.4
23.6
26.7
21.9

25.6
25.0
26 .3
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If the moisture content of seed in a bulk storage bin, meta l
container, or thick-walled plastic bag is high, the relative humidity of
the air in the space not occupied by seed will be high. If the humidity
is above 65-70% storage molds can develop and accelerate the deteriorative processes . High humidities in a mass of seed also provide an
ideal environment for the activity and reproduction of storage insects.
Maintenance of seed moisture content at such a level that the relative
humidity within the pore spaces in the seed mass is below 65% not only
reduces the rate of purely physiological deterioration, but eliminates
storage molds as a factor in the deterioration process.
The equilibrium moisture contents of seed at the different levels
of relative humidity are established at 77F (25C). As temperature
increases , the equilibrium moisture content decreases on the order of
about 1%moisture for each 20F rise in temperature. As the temperature
decreases below 77F, the equilibrium moisture content increases
slightly. Deteriorated or low quality seed tend to have a slightly
higher equ ilibri um moistu re content than high quality seed.
Storage Conditi ons
Since seed moisture content and ambient rel ative humidity are in
equilibrium during storage, maintenance of a "safe" moisture content
requires an average l evel of relative humidity in the storage environment no higher than that in equilibrium with the "safe" or desired
moisture content. This favorable situation can be achieved in only
three ways: (1) location of the storage facility in a region where
relative humidity does not ri se - on the average - above the critical
level; (2) maintenance of the relative humidity at the desired level by
packaging seed in moisture vapor proof containers; or (3) dehumidification of the storage room atmosphere to the desired level. The
desired level of relative humidity for successful storage of seed
depends, of course, on the kind of seed, the duration of the storage
period, and the temperature.
With reasonable precautions, good qua lity seed of the major crops
can be successfully stored in most regions in the U.S. from harvest to
the following planting season without packaging in moisture vapor proof
containers or dehumidification of the storage environment. In the U.S .
conditions for storage, i.e., relati ve humidity and temperature, become
progressively more favorable from south to north and from east to west.
Conditions along the Gulf Coast from South Texas across Florida are
marginal for seed storage even for one season. Throughout the humid
tropics , e. g., Central America, rapid deterioration of seed during
storage is the major problem in seed production and supply operations.
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Preventative Practices
A successful seed storage program requires knowledge of the principles involved, planning, implementation of quality assurance procedures, follow- up actions as necessary, and a quantum of common sense.
The principles of storage have been reviewed. Pl anning must be done
within the context of operational scope and styl e taking into account
the principles of storage. Quality assurance procedures can range from
the relatively simple to the elaborate, but they must address the operational stages that can influence the maintenance of seed quality so as
to provide the needed information on which to based management decisions, i . e., application of that quantum of common sense.
Over the years I ' ve detected a substantial amount of wishful
thinking and/or reluctance to face facts among seedsmen - a good bit of
it in the seed storage area.
Seedsmen have complained about the 13% maximum moisture content for
certifi cation of soybean seed in Mississippi and other states with the
result that the standard has been considerably moderated. It is all too
widely believed that there's not any real difference between seed at 13%
moisture or less and those above 13% - even 14%+. Therefore , it's
wasteful to aerate (dry) to reduce moisture content to 13%or less. The
difference between 13 and 14% moisture soybean seed - or other ki nds of
seed - is the 13%seed will maintain viability and vigor about twi ce as
long as those at 14%. Often, it (the lower moisture content) provides
the margin of safety for soybean seed that have to be carried in storage
until June or even early July before pl anting. There is no doubt that
the extra effort and expense required to reduce the moisture content of
seed to the 13% or less level favorable for retention of viability and
vigor for 8-10 months wi l l reduce complaints. Whether the reduction in
complaints is worth the effort and expense is, of course, a matter for
management to judge.
Seedsmen often receive and store marginal or even quite inferior
seed rather than diverting them to the grain or alternative market on
the gamble that supplies might be short enough to "make .. the seed
acceptable for marketing. Sometimes the gamble pays off, other times
the investment in the seed is simply increased through conditioning,
packaging, and storage before the· bags are "busted" for delivery of the
seed to the elevator. There are, of course, good business reasons to
accept and hol d a l imited amount of marginal qual ity seed as it becomes
well established that supplies of good to high quality seed will be
tight . It is a fact that a lot of low qual i ty seed in inventory is
marketed at high prices during tight supply situations - the warehouses
are "cleaned out''. However, seedsmen should bear in mind, especially in
these times of litigation, that low quality seed are low quality seed
whether the supply is short or long. The risks are about the same. The
supply situation is usually not germane in a complaint or civil suit
based on poor or no performance of seed.
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Some seedsmen exhibit a rather-not-know attitude. They get a
minimal germination % from a test made in mid-winter, but do not have
the seed retested in the spring because they're fearful germination
might have dropped further, thus, confronting them with the decision to
market or not market the seed. So, they'd rather not know. But, the
times are changing and there's just too many lawyers for such practices
to long survive.
The storage operation - in its broadest meaning - is crucial in a
seed business. Seed in storage represent the potential return on considerable investments made to purchase the raw seed, condition them,
store them until distribution, market them, and manage all these operations. As seed enters the market place - still in storage - they are
the product on which judgements will be made by consumers. At the
bottom line, it is the seedsman's reputation on the line !
As a minimum, a quality assurance program relating to storage
should look into the extent of weathering before harvest, the adequacy
of aeration/drying in bulk storage, determine germination and mechanical
damage before final acceptance of the seed for conditioning, and then
monitor germination every 3-4 months until marketing. Positive action
programs to ensure that the seed are harvested in a timely manner so as
to minimize weathering, harvested properly so as to minimize mechanical
damage, aerated/dried to a desired moisture content, handled and conveyed to minimize damage, and stored in a properly ventilated, clean
warehouse substantially improve the chances that the storage operation
will be successful.
Sanitation is very important in a successful storage operation.
Storage insects thrive in refuse and can ruin seed, especially "carried
over" seed, or seed stored during the summer months. Cleanliness of the
warehouse is the first step in insect control. Regular clean-ups combined with periodic space sprays with insecticides minimize storage
insect problems. All seed entering the warehouse should, of course, be
inspected for insects. Infested seed should be diverted to an alternate
market or fumigated elsewhere before it enters the warehouse.
Rodents can be enormously destructive to seed in storage . Cleanliness, construction of the warehouse to make it as rodent proof as
possible, and employment of a good exterminator are about as much as can
be done.
Summary
Successfu l seed storage does not just happen - it has to be planned
for. Appli cation of the principles of storage can insure that the
investment made in seed pays off in seed sales and satisfied customers .
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CLASSICS FROM SHORT COURSE
PROCEEDINGS
Prior to the late 1950s,

11

literature 11 on seed conditioning

(processing) was essentially non-existent.

A Proceedings

of the Miss. Short Course for Seedsmen began to be publ ished in 1958 to gather the available literature, and
11

produce 11 a 1iterature based on practi ca 1 experiences .

The next two articals on .. Seed Deteriorati on" and "Humidity Control in Seed Storage .. are reprinted - with minor revisions - from the 1965 Proceedings.

SEED DETERIORATION 1/
James D. Helmer
Seeds are living entities which represent the basic source of existence for all life. Enclosed in these multi-configurated objects seeds - are the essentials necessary for reproduction and consequently
for your existence . However, seeds do not maintain forever the capability of reproduction {germination ) for eventually the inevitable
occurs.
Why do seeds die? The exact finite reasons are not known, but many
of the factors which contribute to the deterioration of seed are recognized. Within the word death itself l ie 5 basic causes of seed deterioration.
D - Disease and insect infestations
E - Environmental conditions prior to harvest
A - Abuse (Mechanical damage)
T - Temperature
H - Humidity
Everything can be characterized, in some shape or manner , and seed
deterioration is no exception. A few of these facets of deterioration
are:
1.

Seed deterioration cannot be prevented - it can only be
reduced to a minimum.

2.

Seed deterioration _is an irreversible process.

3.

Seed deterioration is at its lowest level at the time
of seed maturation.

4.

The rate of seed deterioration varies among different
seed species.

11 Reprinted from 1965 Proceedings, Missi ss ippi Short Course for
Seedsmen. Dr. Helmer was a member of the MSU staff in 1965.
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A more detailed analyses of each of the five previously li sted
causes of seed deterioration and what can be done to mi nimize them
should be of prime importance to seedsmen.
0 - Disease and Insect Infestations: In some instances, this cause
of deterioration is directly related to other causes of deterioration,
such as temperature and humidity. However, seedsmen do have weapons
against di sease and insect infestation~ se in seed. Just as the
Yankees have used the two M's (Mantl e ana-Maris) to combat other baseball foes, the seedsmen have the two F's (fungicides and fumigation) to
combat deterioration of seed due to disease and insect attack.
E - Environmental Conditions Prior to Harvest: This poses possibly
the greatest threat to quality seed production, for as of this date, no
one has been able to devise an equation which can be used to control
mother nature. In the Southeastern United States, the environmental
conditions during the harvesting season are often other than conducive
for quality seed production. Especial l y is this true in the case of
plants which have an indeterminate fruiting habit, such as cotton. In
this case, some seed (bolls) are exposed to the elements of nature for a
considerable period of ti me prior to harvest. A good exampl e of \'lhat
can happen to cotton seed viability i s shown in the following table.
Table 1.

Germination percentages of cottonseed harvested from different positions on the plant after various periods of exposure.

Harvest Oqte
(Weeks after boll opening)

Bottom

Boll Position
Middle

Top

1

77

81

78

3

54

56

84

6

22

55

84

As indicated by the above data, the longer the length of exposure
before harvesting, the greater the degree of seed deterioration, except
from bolls on the top portion of the plant. No decline in viability of
seed from the top crop existed with an increased length of exposure
before harvest because of the following reasons: First, the index of
temperature plus humidity is higher near the bottom portion of the plant
as compared to the top, and secondly, the environmental conditions
exi sting during the boll opening period of the top crop in cotton are
not as severe as during the boll opening period of the bottom crop.
Adverse environmental conditions, after maturation and before
harvesting, can also affect the viability of seed from plants with a
determinate fruiting habit. Excessive rainfall and freezing temperatures are probably the main demons.
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A - Abuse or Mechanical Damage: During harvesting and processing,
seeds are subjected to varying degrees of impaction and abrasion.
Depending on the intensity of such impacti on or abrasion, the moisture
content of the seed , the thickness of the seed coat, and numerous other
factors, a certain percentage of the seed wi ll receive either an immediate l ethal "punch" or a "blow" which will sufficiently weaken the
seed so it becomes worthless for planti ng purposes after a few months
storage.
Soybeans are particul arly sensitive to mechanical damage. Their
thin, fragile seedcoat offers little resistance to impaction forces
during harvesting and processing. Seed moisture content i s quite influential in determining this degree of damage . Recent research here at
the Laboratory is presented in the fol l owing table which shows the
influence of seed moisture content and height of drop onto a metal
surface on the viability of Lee soybeans .
Just how severe a blow does a seed sustain after a free-fall of 40
feet: You can readily "feel" the answer by running into a brick wall
traveling at a speed of about 50 feet per second.
Table 2.

Moisture
Content %
8
10
12
14

Laboratory germination and field emergence percentages of Lee
soybeans after dropping seed on a metal impact surface at
various seed moisture contents.
Test

0

Lab.
Field
Lab.
Field
Lab.
Field
Lab.
Field

98
94
98
95
98
93
98
96

Height of Droe (ft.)
5
10{2X}
10
88
85
91
92
97
94
97
92

79
83
B4

83
94
88
97
94

62
66
74
74
88
90
96
94

10{4X}
52
59
62
64
81
88
98
92

20
66
69
72

74
87
87
95
97

I and li- Temperature and Humidity: Once seed are safely in the
bag, the battle to minimize deterioration is about 50%over . Without a
proper storage environment, good seed can become weakened in vigor and
viability and medium quality seed can become worthless i n a short period
of time. Of the two factors, temperature and relative humidity, humidity is perhaps the more i mportant but there is a definite interaction
between the two as far as seed storage is concerned. The higher the
percent relative humidity of the storage environment, the higher the
moisture content of the seed (if not in a sealed container) which leads
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to rapid deterioration of the seed .
In summary, I would like to say that the factors which have been
enumerated on here today are not the ~causes of seed deterioration;
however, they probably represent the major causes of seed deterioration.
Any one cause in particular can put a seedsman's balance close to the
red ink stage and a combination of several can put you on the eligibility list for 11 fore ign aid."

HUMIDITY CONTROL IN SEED STORAGE

1/

An t ho ny Hass
The storage of certain seeds, whether for just a few weeks or for
preservation from season to season, has long been of interest to the air
conditioning engineer. Many seed varieties are sensitive to changes in
atmospheric moisture and deteriorate rapidly if exposed to excess ive
humidity conditi ons. They may develop mold or fun gus growth, change
color, germinate prematurely, become susceptible to heavy insect infestation, or l ose their viability altogether. Certai n types of seeds will
l ose more than 60% of their germi nation power if exposed to high humidities even fo r j ust a few weeks. Conversely , some seeds can be
preserved from season to season for periods of five years or more without appreciable loss of viability if stored at low controll ed relati ve
humi dity conditions.
Since most deterioration of stored seed occurs at high humidity
level s , and since too little humidity i s rarely as much of a problem as
too much, I wi ll concern myself in this talk mainl y with dehumidification and proper methods of removing moisture fro m the air rather than
adding moisture to it. I will discuss the types of storage room constructi on, operating procedures, and equipment which have been fo und
most suitable to prevent moi sture infiltration and protect seed varieties against damage from excessive humidity.
In speaking of controll ed low relative humidity, I will first
define some of the words that the air conditioning engi neer uses in
describing the relati onship of moisture and air. A bri ef review of a
typical psychrometric cha rt wi l l show you what we are talking about.
You will note the relative humidity is the amount of moi sture the air
holds at a given temperature in compa r ison to the amount it could actual l y hold before saturation is reached. It can be increased or decreased 5y lowering or raising the temperature, i.e., by cooling or
heating the air. However , this has no effect on the absolute humidity,
that is the actual amount of moisture conta ined in a pound of air, or
the dew paint whi ch i s the temperature to which this air would have to
be lowere to achieve 100% relative humidity or satu ration. You can
thus see t hat heating a typical storage space will not actuall y eliminate any moisture from the air , but that it can sometimes be effective
in temporarily l owering the relative humidity when the weather outside

11 Reprinted from the 1965 Proceedings, Mississippi Short Course
for Seedsmen. Mr. Haas was associated with the Dryomatic Division ,
LogEntronics, Inc. , Alexandria, VA in 1965.
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is cool and humid. However, since most seed storage installations are
not really designed for heating, it is not too practical to rely on this
method for humidity control, and a positive way to remove moisture from
the air must be found.
Basically then, when we speak of dehumidification, we are talking
about the removal of moisture from the air, i.e., a reduction in the
absol ute humidity.
We should also distinguish here between product drying, which
concerns itself mainly with removing moisture from the product. itself;
and dehumidifying, which is concerned mainly with the removal .of moisture from the air. Dehumidified air will contribute apprecia~ly to the
drying rate since it increases the vapor pressure differential between
the moisture in the product and the moisture in the air, but the techniques used for dehumidification do not necessarily lend themselves to
product drying. Having discussed the need for achieving low controlled
humidity, and some of the terms in common use within the industry, let
us now look at the mechanical means of achieving and maintaining these
ideal humidity conditions.
General ly speaking, there are two major categories of dehumidifiers-- refrigeration-type and chemical or "adsorption-type."
The former operates by drawing warm moist air over a metal coil
through which is circulated a refrigerant, such as Freon. A part of the
atmospheric moisture condenses on this cooling coil and is collected in
a pan or bucket, or is drained off to waste. The cooled air coming off
the coil, which now has a low temperature and a high relative humidity,
is reheated by the condensor coil of the refrigeration system, thus
raising the temperature and lowering the relative humidity.
The water removal capacity of this type of system is dependent on
the difference in temperature between the entering air and the cooling
coil. While these units are ~hus quite effective at high temperatures,
they lose efficiency below 70 F and 50% RH and are thus best adapted for
use in home basements and other closed spaces, but are not generally
acceptable for indu 0trial process drying or low-humidity storage where
dew points below 50 F are required, as is desirable in seed preservation .
The same is true for refrigeration-type air conditioners, which can
be used to "dehumidify," but operate in a manner similar to refrigerant
dehumidifiers, except that they have larger cooling coil areas and
provide air or water cooling of the condensing coils. Since their
dehumidifying capacity is l imited by the same factors as above, they
have the same drawback -- inefficiency at lower temperatures and an
inability to maintain very low humidities. In most storage applications, moreover, cooling for comfort is not necessary, and only a modergte amount of refrigeration is needed for temperature control at 7075 F. The major portion of the "air conditioning" job, namely, removing
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sufficient water vapor from the air to maintain relative humidities in
the 20 to 30% range, can be more economically accomplished by means of
an adsorption-type dehumidifier.
As contrasted with refrigerant- type dehumidifiers, adsorption units
do not use any compressors or coooling coils . They simply draw the
moist air through a so-cal l ed 11 desiccant 11 --a granular drying agent
such as si lica gel, activated alumina, or molecular sieve --which has
the ability to extract and retain moisture on its surface by a phenomenon known as 11 adsorption. 11 The air is filtered and dried to a very
low dew point in the process, and the desiccant is periodically regenerated by means of heated outside air which vaporizes the moisture and
discards it back outside the space . Continuous operation of these
machines is achieved by either using two desiccant beds which swi tch
back and forth automatically or by using rotating beds of desiccant, a
section of which is always dehumidifying the air, while another section
is being regenerated . This new type of rotary machine is of particul ar
interest to the seedsman since it is lighter and more compact than the
dual-tower unit, has higher capacity, and del ivers dry air at constant,
non-cycling outlet temperatures and humidities.
Desiccant dehumidifiers provide maximum efficiency at lower temperatures, and are able to maintain constant re&ative humidit3es even
below 10% over temperature ranges from mi nus 40 F to plus 120 F. They
are thus ideal for all those appli cations where dew points less than 50°
are required, i.e., where the temperature and humidity add up to less
than 120; which i s true for most seed storage applications.
In considering dehumidification of seed storage areas, then, we are
discussing the removal of water vapor from the air surrounding the
commodities. But of equal importance, even before dehumidification, is
the exclusion of as much of this water vapor as possible from the space.
This means simply that in order to have a dry storage room you must have
a room which is capable of being dried. Moisture migra tes instantly
from areas of high to low humidity . A deh umidifi er, which creates an
area of low vapor pressure, will actually draw moisture from areas of
high moisture content -- from insulation, walls, ceilings, floors or
even from an adjacent room -- thus pulling moisture into the dehumidified space without materially reducing the humidity in the area. I t
is therefore vitally important to start the dehumidification operation
with dry walls and an effective vapor barrier.
Time does not pennit discussion in detail of the various possible
construction methods used for widely different storage buildings and
rooms in scattered parts of the country. However , here are a few points
to remember:
1.

Sea l floors, cei l ings and wall s insofar as possible, using
vapor-proof paint (such as aluminum paint), aluminum foil or
foil-backed insulati on , or polyethylene liner . Make sure that
all joints and seams are tight, and use tape where necessary.
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2.

Instruct employees to open and close doors as infrequently
as possible. Double doors may be desirable in openings carrying the heaviest traffic.

3.

Dehumidify only that area wher e products are actually stored.
If commodities are stored at one end of a large warehouse,
sea l off that end, and dehumidify only the smaller space.

4.

Do not expect results overnight. The initial ••pull-down"
period may last several days or even weeks, until the moisture
contained in the commodity and the room itself has reached
equilibrium with the dehumidified atmosphere.

5.

Take every possible precaution not to add moist products
to the storage area once pull-down has been achieved.

Maintenance of adsorption dehumidification equipment is minimal.
In most installations only an occasional replacement of the dust filter
and oi ling of blower motors is required. Cost of equipment may vary
widely, depending upon conditions to be met and mai ntained, as well as
the size of storage space, how well it is sealed, whether the commodity
is in containers, and other factors. If cooling is required, this would,
of course, be additional costs.
While I have touched only briefly on some of the aspects of dehumidified storage, I hope to leave you with an appreciation of the
economic advantages of humidity control in this field, and an idea of
the types of modern equipment and storage methods which are available
today for the long-term preservation of seeds under favorable storage
conditions.
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28th SHORT COURSE FOR SEEDSMEN
March 31 - April 2, 1980
ALABAMA
Eugene Carter
Carter Mfg. Co. Inc.
P. 0. Box 46
Ariton, AL 36311
Ronnie Snell grove
Carter Mfg. Co ., Inc.
P. 0. Box 46
Ariton, Al 36311
Dave Miller
Escambia Farm &Seed
Star Route A, Box 70
Atmore, AL 36502
Joe Sims
Escambia Farm &Seed
Star Route A, Box 70
Atmore, AL 36502
Jim Bostick
AL Crop Improve. Assn .
South Donahue Drive,
Auburn, AL 36830
Bob Burdett
Al Crop Improve. Assn.
South Donahue Drive
Auburn, Al 36830
Edd Johnson
Edd Johnson & Assoc.
Box 26203
Birmingham, AL 35226
Nelson Kli ng
Dixal Farms
R. R. 3, Box 177
Brewton, AL 36426

Arlan Shelly
Dixal Farms
R. R. 3, Box 177
Brewton , Al 36426
Randal Meadows
Beall Peanut Co.
P. 0. Box 426
Cottonwood, Al 36320
Gary Bi 11 ups
Blount Agribusiness
P. 0. Box 949
Montgomery, AL 36102
Joe Moorer
Ring Around Products
P. 0. Box 589
Montgomery, Al 36101
Melvin M. Moorer, Jr.
Moorer's Seed Co.
333 Wal nu t St. Ext.
Prattville, AL 36067
ARIZONA
Mr. &Mrs. Patrick Williams
Soi l Conservation Service
Plant Materials Center
3241 N. Romero Road
Tucson, AZ 85705
ARKANSAS
Carl Foster
Southern Farmers Assn.
711 South Eleventh Street
Blytheville, AR 72315
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Mr. & Mrs. David Morgan
Lephiew Seed Co.
Box 307
Dermott , AR 71638

Mr. & Mrs. George Berger
Co 11 ege of AG
P. 0. Drawer YY
State University, AR 72467

Jim Mathis
Green Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 696
Earle, AR 72331

R. Jane Barris
Jacob Hartz Seed Co .
Box 946
Stuttgart, AR 72160

David Barnes
Bayou Macon Seed Co.
Rt. 2, Box 59F
Eudora , AR 71640

Lyl e T. Hartz
Jacob Hartz Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 946
Stuttgart , AR 72160

Cl ifton Risper
Bayou Macon Seed Co.
Rt . 2, Box 59F
Eudora, AR 71640

James E. "Jim" Payne
Coker's Pedi greed Seed Co.
603 Belmont Drive
West Memphis, AR 72301

C.V. Wallace
Bayou Macon Seed Co.
Rt. 2, Box 59F
Eudora, AR 71640

CALIFORNIA

0. R. "Bob" Hyndman
Weyerhaeuser Co .
810 Whittington Ave.
Hot Springs, AR 71901
Arthur M. Simpson, Jr.
Un i v. of AR
P. 0. Box 48
Keiser, AR 72351
Ronnie Meredith
Alice Sidney Dryer
McGehee, AR 71654
Tim Mills
Southern Farmers Assn.
824 North Palm Street
North Little Rock, AR 72119
Guy Byford
Bell Acre Seeds
Proctor, AR 72376

Paul McCormick
Clyde Robin Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 2855
Castro Valley, CA 94546
Jody Ha l l
J. G. Boswell co .
P. 0. Box 457
Corcoran, CA 93212
Ross Hall
J. G. Boswell Co .
P. 0. Box 457
Corcoran, CA 93212
Don Nelson
J . G. Boswell Co.
P. 0. Box 457
Corcoran, CA 93212
Frank Mottau
Keystone Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 1438
Hollister, CA 95023
Orlando Ortiz
Keystone Seed Co.
Box 1438
Hollister, CA 95023
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Vic Padilla
Keystone Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 1438
Hol li ster, CA 95023

Mr. & Mrs. Randall Dasher
Dasher Farms
Rt. 1, Box 30
McAlpin, FL 32062

Ray D. York
FMC Corp.
Niagara Seed Operation
1524 McHenry
Modesto, CA 95350

Robert K. Henderson
Speed 1i ng , Inc .
Box 98
Sun City , FL 33584

Howard G. Garrison
Pacific Oilseeds, Inc.
P. 0. Box 1008
Woodland, CA 95695
COLORADO
Russ Stahlecker
Ho 11 ar Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 106
Rocky Ford, CO 81067
Jim Thomas
Oliver Mfg. Co.
P. 0. Box 512
Rocky Ford, CO 81067
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Robert I. Jackson
Senior Agronomist
DS/AGR/FCP, Room 413 RPC
AID
Wa shington, D. C. 20523
FLORIDA
Ronnie S. Folsom
Florida Foun. Seed Producers
P. 0. Box 309
Greenwood, FL 32443
Mike Blackman
Dasher Farms
Rt. 1, Box 30
McAlpin, FL 32062

GEORGIA
Gordon Kennedy
USS Agri-Chemicals
P. 0. Box 1667
Albany, GA 31702
El i sabeth Lycke
M& M/Mars, Snack-Master Div.
P. 0. Box 3289
Al bany, GA 31706
Philip T. Phillips
M&M/Mars, Snack-Master Div .
P. 0. Box 3289
Albany, GA 31706
Charles F. Gilbert
USDA-SCS
P. 0. Box 688
Americus, GA 31709
Brent Stanford
Americus Seed Processing
P. 0. Box 707
Americus, GA 31709
Jim H. Daniels, Jr.
Rt. 2
Arl ington , GA 31713
Terry Hollifield
GA Crop Improve . Assoc.
Box 925
W. Whi teha 11 Rd.
Athens, GA 30660
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Reid Willcox
GA Crop Improve. Asso.
925 West Whi tehall
Athens, GA 30660

Phil Wesch
Lucky Acres Grain Farms
RR 3, Box 143
Arcola, IL 61910

Lewi s Carter, Jr .
Lewis M. Carter Mfg.
Box 428
Donalsonvi l le, GA 31745

Rob Mairs
Funk Seeds International
Box 61
Ashton, IL 61006

Dan Ponder , Jr.
Beal l Peanut Company
P. 0. Box 486
Donalsonvi l le, GA 31745

Robert J. Wyffels
Wyffel s Hybrids, Inc .
740 E. Henry
Atkinson, IL 61235

Troy L. Manning
RFD #1
Dudley, GA 31022

Mr. &Mrs. Alexander A. Goloff, Jr.
Cargill Seed Res. Stati on
Box 470
Aurora, IL 60507

Richard Best
Pennington Seed, Inc.
P. 0. Box 290
Madison, GA 30650
James Cl axton
Pennington Seed, Inc.
P. 0. Box 290
Madison, GA 30650
John Henry Brim
Smithville Seed Co., Inc .
Box 38
Smithvil l e, GA 31787
Mark Hall
Coker Seed Co.
Box 890
Thamosville, GA 31792
IDAHO
Mr. & Mrs. Larry Slack
Asgrow Seed Co.
Box 1235
Twi n Falls, ID 83301
ILLINOIS
Catherine Wesch
Luck Acres Grain Farm
R. R. 1

Arcola, IL 61910

Mr. &Mrs. E. H. Hap Easter
Belleville Seed House
Rt . 1, Box 284
Bel leville, IL 62221
11

11

J. Gordon Bidner
Funk Seeds International
1300 W. Washington
Bloomington, IL 61701
Mr. &Mrs. Walter Monti
Growmark, Inc .
1701 Towanda Ave.
Bloomington, IL 67101
Mike Schulz
Funk Seeds International
1300 W. Washington
Bloomington, IL 61701
Mr. & Mrs. George Terry
IL Foundation Seeds
Box 722
Champaign, IL 61820
Tom Runyon
Seedburo Equipment Co.
1022 W. Jackson
Chicago, IL 60607
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Scott C. Harrold
Thorp Seed Co.
RR 3
Cl inton, IL 61727

Mr. & Mrs. Bill Piper
Jacques Seed Co.
Box 370, Rt. 10
Lincoln, IL 62656

Lester Thorp
Thorp Seed Co .
RR 3
Clinton, IL 61727

Ron Wilson
Full er Seed Co.
Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656

John E. Strader
D. W. Tyler Co.
907 W. Fairchild
Danvil le, IL 61832

Mr. &Mrs. Darryl Eckerty
Southern States Coop., Inc .
P. 0. Box 429
Muncie, IL 61857

Lee Vemable
D. W. Ty ler Co.
907 W. Fair Child
Danvil l e, IL 61832

H. A. Stults, Jr .
Stults Scientific Eng. Corp .
3313 S. 66 Freeway
Springfield, IL 62701

Mr. & Mrs. Leo Windish
Windish' s Natural Res. Center
101 Exchange St.
Gal va, IL 61434

John R. Jeisy
Equipment Specialists, Inc.
Rt. 48 West
Taylorvi lle, IL 62568

Mr. & Mrs . Harry H. Illingworth
Illiopolis Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 87
Illiopolis, IL 62539

Gary Cook
Illinois Crop Imp. Assn.
508 South Broadway
Urbana, IL 61801

Mike Monroe
Tri-County Stockda le
Rt. 5 Bl ack Rd.
Joliet, IL 60431

Paul Palmgren
IL Crop Improve. Assn.
508 South Broadway
Urbana, IL 61801

Mr. & Mrs. John Fuller
Fuller Seed Co .
Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656

Randall Bastien
Bastien Seed Co.
Vergennes, IL 62994

Jack Kel l ey
Fuller Seed Co .
Box 38
Lincoln, IL 62656
Larry Larson
Jacques Seed Company
Box 370, Tr. 10
Lincoln, IL 62656

James J. Gorman, Jr.
Gorman Seed Service
Rt. 3, Box 45
Wilmington, IL 60481
INDIANA
Ben Hunter
Hunter Seed
R #1
Ambia, IN 47917
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Mr. &Mrs. Francis R. Beck
Beck's Superior Hybrids , Inc.
RR 2, Box 142
Atlanta, IN 46031

L. Steven Beckham
Ag Machinery &Safety , Inc.
P. 0. Box 5613
Lafayette, IN 47903

Gus A. Rang
TV Time Foods, Inc.
545 N. Bowen Ave .
Bremen, IN 46506

Stephen Ratcl iff
Ag Machinery &Safety, Inc.
P. 0. Box 5613
lafayette, IN 47903

R. E. Helmuth
Seed Systems Inc.
828 E. l16th
Carmel , IN 46032

larry Svajgr
IN Crop Improve . Assn.
3510 U.S. 52 South
Lafayette, IN 47905

Dan Osborn
Osborn Seed & Equip.
RR 2, Box 233
Culver, IN 46511

Dave Wilcoron
Woodward's Seed Service, Inc.
Rt. 1, Box 75
McCordsvi l le, IN 46055

Tom Osborn
Osborn Seed & Equip.
RR 2, Box 233
Cu lver, IN 46511

Steve Wolf
Woodward Seed Service
Rt. 1, Box 75
McCordsvi l le, IN 46055

Mr. &Mrs. Carl Gillian
V. R. Seeds, Inc.
Box 34
Flora, IN 46929

Mr . &Mrs . Gary Weaver
Asgrow Seed Co .
205 N. Michigan Street
Oxford, IN 47071

Charlie Harrold
Edward J . Funk &Sons, Inc.
Box 67
Kentl and, IN 47951

Mr. &Mrs. Steve Kinsell
Si l ver Lane Hybrids
Remington, IN 47977

Bud Lemma
Edward J. Funk &Sons, Inc.
P. 0. Box 67
Kentland, IN 47951
Jim Neil son
Edward J. Funk &Sons, Inc .
P. 0. Box 67
Kentland, IN 47951
Dan R. Beckham
Ag Machinery &Safety, Inc.
P. 0. Box 5613
lafayette, IN 47903

IOWA
Lennard Luebker
N.A. Plant Breeders
R. R. 2

Ames, lA 50010
Manjit K. Misra
Iowa State University
162 Seed Sci ence Center
Ames, lA 50011
Mr. &Mrs . Dennis Elston
Asgrow Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 108
Cl arion, lA 50525
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Will Winslow
Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 108
Cl arion, IA 50525

W. F. "Pat" Hanny
Taylor Products Co.
5300 Main
Parsons, KS 67357

David R. Backer
Corn States Hybrid Service
P. 0. Box 2706
Des Moines, IA 50315

Murland L. Taylor
Taylor Products Co.
5300 Main
Parsons, KS 67357

Tim Primus
Northrup, King &Co.
300 American Ave.
Jefferson , IA 50129

KENTUCKY

Mr. & Mrs . Erich Seifert
Asgrow Seed Co.
Box 457
1st & Bateman
Perry, IA 50220
Roberta Goranson
Northrup King Seed Co .
225 Ida St.
Waterloo, IA 50701

Mike Hayes
Agri-Chem Seed Div.
P. 0. Box 31
Hopkinsville, KY 42240
Mr. & Mrs. T. Wayne Stil l
Univ . of KY
Seed La b. Div . - Reg. Services
Scovell Hall, Rm. 110
Lexington, KY 40546

KANSAS

Glenn Montgomery
USDA, Soi l Conser. Ser.
Plant Materials Center
Quicksa nd, KY 41363

Robert W. Lord
Garst &Thomas
Eminence Rt .
Garden City , KS 67846

Samuel Sanders
USDA, Soil Conser . Ser.
Plant Materia l s Center
Quicksand, KY 41363

Bernard Vering
Garst &Thomas
Eminence Rt .
Garden City, KS 67846

Billy Huffines
Battleground Seed

Ji m Edwards
Pioneer Hi-bred Int'l
Rt. 2
Hutchinson, KS 67501
Bruce Hamilton
Ensminger Grain & Seed
Moran, KS 66755
Bi 11 Stanford
Ensminger Grain &Seed
Moran, KS 66755

R. #5

Russel l vi ll e, KY 42276
LOUISIANA
Mr. &Mrs. Edward "Andy" Drummond
LA Ag. Exp. Station
P. 0. Box 16390-A (LSU)
Baton Rouge, LA 70893
Ronald E. Hagar
Terral- Norris Seed Co .
Box 826
Lake Providence, LA 71254
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Harold Richardson
Standard Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 67
Norwood, LA 70761
Keith Cox
Farmers Cleaners & Supply
Box 1475
Tal l uluh, LA 71282
Donnie Frith
Farmers Cleaners & Supply
Box 1475
Tal lulah, LA 71282
Ronnie Frith
Farmers Cleaners & Supply
Box 1475
Tallulah, LA 71282
Mrs. Marcia Coker
Pressair Corp.
P. 0. Box 1823
West Monroe, LA 71291
MARYLAND
Dwight W. Lambert
Seed Standardization Branch
USDA, AMS, LPG&S Divi sion
Bldg. 306, Room 213 - BARC-E
Beltsvi l le, MD 20705
B. Frank Adkins
Cosquay Farm
Rt . 1
Hebron, MD 21830
Charles M. Wright, III
A&W Hardware, Inc .
P. 0. Box 199
Hebron, MD 21830
Richard Schmidt
McCormick & Co.
11350 McCormick Rd.
Hunt Va l ley, MD 21031

MICHIGAN
Robert E. Frevert
Crippen Mfg. Co.
Box 350
Alma, MI 48801
John A. Studebaker
Asgrow Seed Co.
The Upjohn Co .
Kalamazoo, MI 49001
Bi 11 Wa 11 ace
Ferrell-Ross
1621 Wheeler
Saginaw, MI 48601
MINNESOTA
Sere A. Kratochwil l
Dahlgren & Co.
1220 Sunflower St.
Crookston, MN 56716
Todd Taylor
Dahlgren & Co .
1220 Sunflower St .
Crookston, MN 56716
Charl es Edwards
Cargill, Inc.
P. 0. Box 9300
Minneapolis , MN 55440
Mark Hafdahl
Northrup, King Co.
1500 Jackson St., N.E .
Minneapolis, MN 55413
Curt Johnson
Dave Fischbein
2700 30th Ave . So
Minneapolis, MN 55406
Jerry Krist
CEA Carter International , Inc.
500 73rd Ave., N. E.
Minneapolis, MN 55432
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Robert McMillen
CEA.Carter-Day
500- 73rd Ave., N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55432
Don Michalec
RBA Seeds
Rainbow Lane
Olivia, MN 56277

Mr. &Mrs. Dwight Ri chardson
Service Seed Co.
Crystal Springs, MS 39059
Tommy D. Thompson
Parker Agri-Enterprises
P. 0. Box 590
Drew, MS 38737

Margaret Meuhlberg
RBS Seeds
Rainbow Lane
Olivia, MN 56277

Joe May
Del ta Purchasi ng Federation
P. 0. Box 717
1606 Commerce St.
Greenwood, MS 38930

Quentin Schu l tz
Pfizer Genetics, Inc .
P. 0. Box 166
Olivia, MN 56277

Kenneth Stewart
Shipl ey Grain
P. 0. Box 476
Greenwood, MS 38930

MISSISSIPPI

J. H. Hill
Hill Farms
Rt. 2, Box 340
Indianola, MS 38751

Joseph Lee Camp
MFC Services
P. 0. Box 116
Belden, MS 38826
David Morgan
MFC Services
Box 116
Belden, MS 38826
Paul Guerry
Pf i zer Genetics, Inc.
P. 0. Box 867
Cleveland, MS 38732
Murry Roark
Pfizer Genetics, Inc .
P. 0. Box 867
Cleveland, MS 38732
Joe Watford
Pfizer Genetics, Inc .
P. 0. Box 867
Cleveland, MS 38732
Jim Pooser
Northrup King Co.
P. 0. Box 751
Columbus, MS 39701

Ted Cheshire
Secretary - MSA
Box 12408
Jackson, MS 39211
Mark Goslin
Farmers Feed &Supply Co.
Lel and, MS 38756
Candido Ricardo Bastes
MSU Graduate Student
Miss. State Univ.
Miss. State, MS 39762
Dr. William Bast
Director, MCES
P. 0. Box 5446
Miss. State, MS 39762
Jon S. Bowl es
Student - Pest Management
P. 0. Drawer EM
Miss. State, MS 39762
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Franci sco Solano Rodrigues Filho
Ph.D . Student - Agronomy
P. 0. Box 5248
Miss. State, MS 39762

Mr. &Mrs. David Ross Grimm
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 776
Tunica, MS 38676

M.T. Flowers
Miss. Seed Improve .
P. 0 . Drawer MS
Miss. State, MS 39762

Matthew "Matt" McCrate
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 776
Tunica, MS 38676

Chester Milner
MSIA
P. 0. Drawer MS
Miss. State, MS 39762

Mona Williams
Rt. 6, #19 Carr Vista
Tupelo, MS 38801

Dan Pitts
Student - Pest Management
P. 0. Drawer EM
Miss. State, MS 39762
Wm. Jeff Posey
Student - Pest Management
P. 0. Drawer Em
Miss. State, MS 39762
Otavio Tisselli
Grad. Student - Agronomy
Miss. State, MS 39762
Mr. & Mrs . Bob Munson
c/o Mi lburn Farms
Rulevi lle, MS 38771
Walter Cook
Delta & Pineland Co.
Scott, MS 38772
Randy Frazier
Delta & Pineland Co.
Scott, MS 38772
John Williamson
Del ta & Pineland Co.
Scott, MS 38772
Robert T. Boyd
Cl ayton Seed Service
Box 353
Tunica, MS 38676

MISSOURI
Jeff Pierce
Pierce Seeds Inc.
Rt. 1, Box 11
Caruthersvil l e, MO 63830
John A. King,
MO Foundation
Univ. of MO 135 Mumford
Columbia, MO

Jr.
Seeds
Columbia
65211

Mark F. Thomeczek
Garst &Thomas
547 E. Summit
Marshall, MO 65340
Robert Cook
E.B. Gee Co.
P. 0. Box E
Marston, MO 63866
Wayne Ruby
E.B. Gee Co.
Box E
Marston, MD 63866
Nick Buchheit
Buchheit, Inc.
Rt. 7
Perryvil l e, MO 63775
Robert Hahs
Buchheit, Inc .
Rt. 7
Perryville, MO 63775
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Jack Denton
Three Rivers Commun. College
Poplar Bluff, MD 63901
Ron Faries
Three Rivers Commun. College
Poplar Bluff, MO 63901
Ron Cowan
Cowan Seed Co.
Box 699
Roll a, MO 65401
Jim Gooch
Sikeston Seed Co., Inc.
Box 24
Sikeston, MO 63801
Tom Haltman
Essmueler Co.
1220 S. 8th St.
St. Louis, MO 63104
Steven King
Keith Lewis Seed Farm
Uni on Star, MD 64494
Ray E. Grunzinger
The Embro Seed Co., Inc .
P. 0. Box 247
Wright City, MO 63390
Rose Grunzinger
The Embro Seed Co .
P. 0. Box 247
Wright City, MO 63390
NEBRASKA
Ray Anderson
J. C. Robinson Seed Co.
Golden Harvest
Waterloo, NB 68069
Al Behl
J. C. Robinson Seed Co.
Golden Harvest
Waterloo, NB 68069

Roger Berney
J. C. Robinson Seed Co.
Golden Harvest
Waterloo, NB 68069
C. D. "Dutch" Graf
J. c. Robinson Seed Co.
Golden Harvest
Waterloo, NB 68069
Steve Schmidt
J. C. Robinson Seed Co.
Golden Harvest
Waterloo, NB 68069
Roger Lange
Jacques Seeds Co .
Rt. 1, Box 22A
York, NB 68467
Mark C. Treml
Jacques Seed Co .
Rt . 1, Box 22A
York, NB 68467
NEW MEXICO
Joseph G. Fraser
N.M.S.U. - USDA
Plant Material s Center
Soil Conservation Service
1036 Miller Street, SW
Los Lunas, NM 87031
NEW YORK
Peter C. Shuster
Shuster Farms
RFD #3, Box 3149
Seneca Falls, NY 13148
Mr . &Mrs. E. A. Schirmer
AgriCulver, Inc.
RD #1
Trumansburg, NY 14886
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NORTH CAROLINA

OKLAHOMA

A. R. McKay
A. R. McKay Processing Machinery
P. 0. Box 96
Hickory, NC 28601

Dr. Stanl ey Coppock
Ext. Entomologist
OK State Univ.
Stillwater, OK 74074

Jii11Tly R. Bennett
Northrup King Co .
P. 0. Or. 889
Laurinburg, NC 28352

Mr. &Mrs. Roger Williams
OK Foun . Seed Stocks
Agronomy Dept .
Rm. 102 Smallgrain
Sti llwater, OK 74074

Eddie Martin
N.C. Crop Improve. Assn.
N.C. State Univ.
Box 5155
Raleigh, NC 27607

PENNSYLVANIA

NORTH DAKOTA

Thomas E. Klein
Mercator Corp .
P. 0. Box 142
Reading, PA 19603

Russel l J. Haas
USDA - SCS
P. 0. Box 1458
Bismarck, NO 58501

Fred Grau, Jr.
Grass lyn, Inc.
641 Pine Grove Road
State Col l ege, PA 16801

OHIO

Mr. &Mrs. Joe Beebe
RFO 4, Box 226
Towanda, PA 18848

David Hiser
Robinson Hybrids, Inc.
4796 Dildine Road
Delaware, OH 43015
Doug Sifit
Madison Seed Co.
Rt. 38, S.E. 13455 St .
London, OH 43140
John Dunbar
Ohio Soil Service , Inc.
17,700 St . Rt . 4
Marysville, OH 43040
Suzan Grovender
Cargill , Inc .
P. 0. Box 295
Wadsworth, OH 44281

SOUTH CAROLINA
Mr. &Mrs. Ronald Townsend
Townsend Seed Plant, Inc.
Rt. 5
Anderson, SC 29621
S. Pressly Coker, III
Coker's Pedigreed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsville, SC 29550
Michael A. Hutchinson
Coker's Pedi greed Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 340
Hartsville, SC 29550
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TENNESSEE
Bil l Burks
Dyer County Seed
P. 0. Box 7
Dyersburg, TN 38024
Walter Haynes
Green Seed Co.
P. 0. Box 943
Gallatin, TN 37066
Terry Griffin
TN Farmers Coop.
Halls Seed Plant
Ha 11 s, TN 38040
Dennis McCaslin
TN Farmers Coop.
Hal l s Seed Plant
Hal ls, TN 38040
Harold J. Broussard
USS Agri-Chemicals
P. 0. Box 16886
Memphis, TN 38116
Fay Jack Durraut
Bancroft Bag Co .
3081 Rising Sun Rd.
Memphis, TN 38134
Virgil Harden
Harden Processing Equi p. Sa l es
2889 Southaire Drive
Memphis, TN 38118
Tim Regenold
Hagan Manuf . Co.
Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109
Edd Sullivan
Hagan Manuf . Co.
Box 9307
Memphis, TN 38109
Joe Dudney
TN Crop Improve . Assn.
P. 0. Box 11019
Nashville, TN 37211

David McKinney
TN Crop Improve . Assn.
P. 0. Box 11019
Nashville, TN 37211
TEXAS
Mike Maxey
Faun. Seed. Producers
TX A&M Exp . Station
Rt. 7, Box 999
Beaumont, TX 77706
Jose Luis Garcia
Asgrow Mexi cana , S.A.C.V.
P. 0. Box 1467
Brownsvil l e, TX 78520
Ignacio Sanchez
Asgrow Mexi cana, S.A.C.V.
P. 0. Box 1467
Brownsvil l e, TX 78520
Danny Bradford
Growers Seed Assn.
P. 0. Box 299
Crosbyton, TX 79322
Wi l liam G. Hairston
Gustafson, Inc.
P. 0. Box 220065
Dall as, TX 75222
Gl en Karaffa
Gustafson, Inc.
P. 0. Box 220065
Dallas, TX 75222
Mr . & Mrs. James Epperson
Funk Seeds Int'l
719 26th St.
Lubbock, TX 79404
Mike Turner
Growers Seed Assoc.
p. 0. 1656
Lubbock, TX 79404
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Terry Johnson
Agriculture Unl i mited, Inc .
4601 Locust Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79404

Ken Skarien
Seedsmen's Digest
3335 West Ave.
San Antonio, TX 78213

Leonard L. Keeton
Agriculture Unlimited, Inc.
4601 Locust Ave.
Lubbock, TX 79404

David Kattes
Von Roeder Seed Farms
Rt. 1, Box 80
Snyder, TX 79549

Sam Wall
Delta & Pineland Co.
Rt. 1, Box 110
Lubbock, TX 79401

Kenneth Carlton
Bronco Seed Co.
Box 789
Stamford, TX 79553

Mr. & Mrs. Carl Bamert
Bamert Seed Co.
Rt. 3, Box 192
Muleshoe, TX 79347

Vance Proctor
Bronco Seed Co.
Box 789
Stamford, TX 79553

Stan Butler
Pioneer Hi -bred Intl., Inc.
P. 0. Box 788
Plainview, TX 79072

VIRGINIA

Alex Hinojosa
Pioneer Hi -bred Intl., Inc.
P. 0. Box 788
Plainview, TX 79072
Mr. & Mrs. Bill K. Williams
Ring Around Seed
Box 1629
Plainview, TX 79072
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Mezynski
Rt. 2, Box 49
Riesel, TX 76682
Venice E. Evans
Asgrow Seed Co.
P. 0. Drawer A
San Antonio, TX 78211
Rick Cox
Seedsmen's Digest
3335 West Ave .
San Antonio, TX 78213

Paul F. Baumer
Southern States Coop., Inc.
P. 0. Box 26234
Richmond, VA 23260
WASHINGTON
Kent Zirker
Asgrow Seed Company
P. 0. Box 278
Warden, WA 98857
WEST VIRGINIA
Ralph K. Wi lli amson
USDA, SCS
75 High Street, Federal Bldg.
Morgantown, WV 26505
WISCONSIN
Mr . &Mrs. Roger Luckow
Lucky Acres Seeds
Rt. 2
Beaver Dam, WI 53916
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Mark Seem
Tracy & Son Farms, Inc .
Rt. 1
Janesville, WI 53545
John Wentworth
Tracy &Son Farms, Inc.
Rt. 1
Janesville, WI 53545

Walter Ford
Oseco, Inc.
P. 0. Box 219
15 Side Road
Brampton, Ontari o
Canada L6V 2L2
John Hol l and
CIBA-GEIGY Seeds, Ltd.
R. R. #3

Annette Stratman
Blaney Farms, Inc
Rt. 4
Madison, WI 53711

Cottam, Ontario
Canada

Sue Wehinger
Blaney Farms, Inc .
Rt. 4
Madison, WI 53711

R. R. #3

Curt Armstrong
Jacq ues Seed Co.
720 St. Croi x St.
Prescott, WI 54021
Carl Pechacek
Jacques Seed Co .
720 St . Croix St .
Prescott, WI 54021
WYOMING

Murray Holland
CIBA-GEIGY Seeds, Ltd.
Cottam, Ontario
Canada

Scot t Bamford
Hartwick Sales &Ser., Ltd.
P. 0. Box 2814
London, Ontario
Canada N6A 4H4
Cliff Hartwick
Hartwick Sal es &Ser., Ltd.
P. 0. Box 2814
London, Ontario
Canada N6A 4H4

Jerry Spear s
Holly Sugar Corporation
P. 0. Box 764
Sheridan, WY 82801

Glenn Nott
Hartwick Sales &Ser., Ltd.
P. 0. Box 2814
London, Ontario
Canada N6A 4H4

CANADA

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Ken Kowalchuk
Kipp Kelly Ltd
6B Higgins Ave.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada

Juan C. Bresciani
Interamerican Institute for
Agri c. Sciences (IICA) -OAS
Apartado 711
Santo Domi ngo
Dominican Republi c

Lawrence Lockhart
CIBA-GEIGY Seeds Ltd.
Ailsa Craig, Ontario
Canada

Jose R. Hernandez
Dominican Rep ubli c Agric. Secretary
Centro De Los Heroes
Santo Domingo
Domin i can Republic
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Heriberto Rivas
Campania Financiera Dominicana
Socorro Sanchez
#11

Santo Domingo
Dominican Republic -Apt. 201-2
Alberto Genao
Financiera Dominicana
Campania Financiera Dominicana
Socorro, Sanchez # 11
Dominican Republic

W. M. Hornack
Comercial Semillera de Chih .
A.P. 7; N. Casas Grandes, Chih
Mexico
Ricardo Davila
UAAAN (OFF #30)
Buenauista, Saltillo Coah
Mexico

ECUADOR

Ricardo C. de Leon
Universidad Antonio Narro
Buena Vista Saltillo
Mexico

Rudyard Re inoso
Oleica S.A.
P. 0. Box 3228
Guayaqui 1
Ecuador

Plutanco Renero Lara
SARH-SNICS
Box 105
CD . Constitucion B.C. Sur .
Mexico

HONDURAS

Othoniel Lopez Toledo
SARH-SNICS
Box 105
CD . Constitucion B.C . Sur
Mexico

Eduardo Vazquez
IICA Honduras
Secretaria Recursos Naturales
Apartado Postal 309-0.F. 63
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Otoniel Viera
IICA Honduras
Secretaria Recursos Naturales
Apartado Postal 309-0.F. 63
Tegulcigalpa, Honduras
JAPAN
Ka z Ish i ka wa
MITSUI
Tokyo, Japan
MEXICO
Manuel Gonzalez de los Casas
Semillas de Del i cias S.A.
Ave 2 a Ote . #200
Cd. Delicias Chih.
Mexico

Rzmon Hverto
Productora Nacional de Semillas
Av. Progreso #3
Coyoacan Mexico OF 21
Jorge Lopez
Productura Nacional de Semillas
Av. Progreso #3
Coyoacan, Mexico 21 DF
Esther Miranda
Productora Nacional de Semillas
Progreso #3
Coyoacan Z.P. 21 Mexico D.F.
Guillermo Paredes Murillo
Productora Nacional de Semillas
Av Progreso #3
Coyoacan 21 D.F.
Mexico
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Fco. Javiel Rochi n
PRONASE - Mexico
Progreso #3
Mexico 21 , D.F .
Francisco Simental
Asociacion Mexi cana Semill eros
AV. Juarez 42
Edificio "C" Desp . 306
Mexico 1, D. F.
TURKEY
Yasar Yonak
Yonak Te kn ik
Sumer Sok 16/8 Yenisehir
Ankara - Turkey

I

